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tlw world today, from Krishna
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yoga system and the Iyengar system.
I he spread of these yoga systems all
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ment. The introduction traces the
dl•velopment farther back by looking
1nto a hbtory of asanas itself, garner1ng evidence from different periods
in Indian hi<;tory and relating this to
the basic h�'\ts of yoga philosophy.
I he book requires us to view the his
tory and development of yoga from
.111

entirely new perspective. The in

troduction centres around a transla
tiOn of the yoga section of the
�RITATTYANIDHI, the oldest text
,\Vailable at present substantiating a
developed asana practice. This text,
written in the 1880's, foreshadows
our own period.
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FOREWORD

(/ here is a continuous record of involvement and patronage of Yoga

"-!

at the Mysore Palace for over

are in the

200 years. The oldest records found

SRiTAT1VANIDHJ, the most complete document in the His

tory of Yoga Asanas found todate. This work was compiled-by Mummadi
Krishnaraja Wodeyar himself and is translated with the illustrations here.
The introduction traces other influences in the Yoga System. It
documents the educational interests and efforts of Nalwadi Krishnaraja
Wodeyar in installing Krishnamacariar at the Palace and in the Yoga Sala,
teaching Members of the Royal Family and the Public at large through
the Royal Pathasala.
That Yoga System, a synthesis of many different schools of exercise,
some almost defunct, has spread over the entire World through its pri
mary preceptors Krishnamacariar, B.K.S. Iyengar and Pattabhi Jois.
It is gratifying to look back at the farsightedness of my ancestors and
know that, through them, countless students of Yoga, all over the World,
in every single country, have been able to share in the benefits and
secrets of Yoga.

1 .3 . 1 995
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDmON

(/'he response to the book has been gratifying and refreshing for the
:J most part. It is a privilege to be able to bring out the second edition.
In this second edition, there are a number of minor errors or omis
sions that have been corrected. B.K.S. Iyengar has stated that he was
never Pattabhijois' student. This has been incorporated in the text. There
have been some minor additions to the bibliography that bring up to
date recent material on the Yogasiitram of Pataiijali. My own study of the
Yogasiitram is now complete and brings to a conclusion my studies of
the history of yoga as such. This has been hastened, actually made largely
unnecessary, by the excellent comparison of Buddhist meditation prac
tices with the meditation practices in Pataiijali's siitras published by S.
Tandon. Occasions remain for studies to amplify sketchy parts and re
claim transfigured parts of this reconstituted yoga history.
The criticism that the Indian schoolmen make of western thinkers
is that they are unaware of their presuppositions. The presuppositions,
which here are actually the reasons why people do yoga-why very differ
ent people in different times have done yoga, have been carefully exem
plified in this book. Literature indicating animistic beliefs, a search for
power, sympathetic magic appropriation, deliberate delusionary tactics,
therapeutics and health, social groupings, a gradated spiritual discipline,
a basic metaphysical understanding and so on have been presented as
diverse points of view. This is an attempt to understand an underlying
motivation for following the teachings of yoga and thus, to understand
why yoga has survived. This appears to have passed unnoticed by most
readers. This is not surprising as there has not even been any attempt at
understanding the implications of the fact that the book brings into
question the particular narrative history of yoga as it is known and drawn
on by trying to trace an outline of the important developments in the
practice tradition. It would seem to be a serious problem if our history,
which presumably forms the basis for our action, is shown to be largely
fabrication.
5
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Yoga as a spiritual discipline is discussed in the context of Indian
metaphysical systems. Linkages have been made to the Yogasiitram and
I have gone on, as mentioned above, to write articles examining further
the siitras of Pataiijali. This examination has not been academic, but
technical in terms of the philosophy, and speculative. This examination,
interdisciplinary by nature, draws on and includes the work of practi
tioners of meditation ... the work of people who have practised yoga and
meditation as a spiritual discipline.
Interestingly enough, in our own time, yoga has become a social
phenomenon. This might be partly because the most recent innovative
practitioners of yoga have been Vaishnavas who seem to be oriented
more towards social organization-social systems, status, economics,
however one wants to see it, than the Saivites who have had their heyd�y
more than one hundred years ago and have formerly been on the fringes
of social apparatus. Of course, the whole guru-si�a tradition is part of a
social bonding complex and is particularly attractive at present to people
who are alienated from family complexes; one of the most difficult as
pects of our perilous modernism. I have heard a yoga student say,
"Pattabhijois is like a father to rrie". With such emotive social complexes
one is invariably entangled in all the moralizing, status seeking and so
on that goes with the territory. And the territory is social loyalty or group
ing, competition and economics.
In fact, most of the yoga people who have commented on the book
have been interested in the particular status of their teacher or have
·wanted to elicit some gossipy titbit from me. I have been very careful to
avoid this with full awareness that the world runs on gossip. I have been
very careful to excise such elements from the work presented. These
sorts of statements perhaps serve the "hagiographical imperative" quite
efficiently. My interests, though, have been the particular and no·t the
general. As I try to avoid generalities leaving my mouth, I have for the
most part failed to live up to these interests. I have also avoided respond
ing when reproached with generalities. All the same, I have tried to be
generous with my information and have let, as far as possible, the re
search speak for itself. Because of this, the reader can form his own con
clusions. Pattabhi Jois, when asked what he thought of this book, told
one of his students that I had written it just to make money off of him.
The few academics that have commented have been mostly inter-
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ested in the preface where they are referred to and have told me repeat
edly that academics are "just like that" but they were never able to say
such things themselves. In other words, they have co-opted my indepen
dence and made me one of them. Others, who I won't mention by name
as they are not part of this story, have said that the book is "not quite
academic". Others again have proclaimed my research "may be flawed".
It is not possible to address these statements since no details are given,
for example, as to the nature of the "flaws". Indeed, one might suspect
that such statements are maliciously intended in that they question the
credibility of what ha-; been offered without offering specific critique,
opportunity for dialogue, for rejoinder, correction or modification of
views. The careful documentation of my statements, however, speaks for
itself. This kind of critique is power tripping. And that has been impor
tant in our own scholastics, our history and the history of yoga.
Yoga spread into China primarily because of the promise of super
natural powers. The mythology of Superman is the American counter
dream. And there is a dream battle going on, a battle of mythology and
metaphysics. I tend to think of the American Superman dream as more
adolescent. The Indian yogi figure is more practical in some senses-
attractive to people who have already abandoned Superman and maybe
even Santa Claus (economics?) . But the Indian yogi figure, in spite of
the Vaishnavite socialization, is an outlaw by nature, specifically, by the
nature of his sadhana. The power dream although dubious at best, is a
fantasy to work by, a rite of passage, but perhaps ultimately unsustain
able to a keen student of yoga. The serious pursuit of yoga is a touch
stone that .allows us to generate our own individual understanding from
a corporeal base. But dream worlds have the imprint tenacity of delu
sion based advertising. Yoga has been around a few more years than
Superman; indeed, it is probably the mythological source complex of
the latter and is, in a very individual or personal way, the archetypal
mythical hero journey. The continued interest of the western world in
yoga, in advertising and the ideas of purity, tradition, superiority, the
ideas of privileged and powerful secret knowledges that one can acquire
like 1Vs and cars all belong to that same complex and inform the guru
si� complex as understood today. One can witness the success of the
term "power yoga" that has so recently appeared and come into vogue.
B.K.S. Iyengar, in a remark he probably does not remember, said to
me once, "Everything has come to me but nothing stays."

8
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Pataiijali has said that a word, once spoken, sets up a vibration that
continues on into infinity. He also says that one single word, correctly
spoken, is sufficient to achieve enlightenment. The vibration that is the
primal desire to speak, is the vibration that originated this universe. The
realization of that primal vibration was a mystical experience. All this
might point to the fact, among other things, that we ought to be careful
.
what we say.
People have misinterpreted my dedication. The "whistle blowing
yogis" are the Nathas according to Briggs. But he made a mistake, it was
not a whistle they carried but a chillum. Why woul� yogis want a whistle?
Mysore, 1 999

N.E. Sjoman

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDmON

/{need to explain the point of view taken in this work with the aim of
This is necessary
because I am partially a product of academic learning and use academic
formats. There have been other stronger influences on my learning
which are not academic; which would indeed be excluded from aca
demic consideration. Secondly, since relocating to Canada, my personal
experience is that academics are irrevocably involved with politics. In
variably this reflects in academic work at all levels. The result: one be
comes highly suspicious of academics and their work. It is not enough
to accept the "format" or discourse of the work; one needs to see the
person behind the work, his background and to evaluate his personal
integrity. Official credentials are not a reliable measure of integrity.
Much of what passes .for a "critical attitude" desirable in "scientific"
understanding is an agenda for exercising dominance, a closet
legitimisation of appropriation.

..!_! distinguishing it from much of current academics.

In order to explain the point of view of this work, I have to explain
the issues I have brought to it and thus speak of my own education. I
do this in order that the reader may understand the preparation I bring
to the work and as an acknowledgement of the many teachers that have
shared their wisdom and their learning with me.
I began studying philosophy and mathematical logic at the Univer
sity of British Columbia in Canada. Quine's deductive logic was disap
pointing for me because it was not possible to arrive at any further
knowledge than what was contained in·the premise. Godel's proof seemed
to me to state that no mathematical system was complete or possible to
complete unless you postulated "one". Because of disappointment with
this, I switched to English literature and language.
The study of literature at that time in Canada was basically the co
lonial syllabus of English classics with a developing branch of American
literature. I was fortunate at this time to have as a mLntor Dr. Craig
Miller. He treated me as if I were special and, because of that, I wanted

9
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to be special for him. I felt though that English literature was boring and
began to read whatever European literature. in translation that I could
get my hands on. I remember thinking when I graduated that I ought
to have known something about something. I did not feel I did.
I then went to Sweden where I began the study of European (called
world literature there) and Scandinavian literature. My mentors here,
through difficult times, were Boel and Carl Reinhold Smedmark. They
helped me, often in spite of my flagging will, through Scandinavian
language, literature and culture. My learning here was in the "old sys
tem", the French and German learning system. Eventually I studied
History of Religion and began an intensive study of Indology specializing
in Sanskrit. Sanskrit became my consuming interest and passion- an
inner urge which had no logical or rational source. Here, Chandrakant
Desai taught me to memorize and somehow or other awakened my
memory to many things. Mter seven years of study I was disappointed
with European learning. My teachers, philologues, kntw all the irregu
larities of the language, but could not speak the language. This always
seemed like an artificial intellectual exercise to me. The study of religion
was really a study of European attitudes towards religion at different
periods in history. Subsequently, I considered this the "orientalist" phase
of my education.
I beganstudying inindia at theCentre ofAdvancedStudies in Sanskrit
at Pune University. In Pune though, the main part of my learning was
with Indian traQitional learning, eventually with paQQits and sastris. I
was ostracized for this; the University was considered progressive. The
Indian traditional learning system is a 2000-year-old apprentice system
which is, even in subjects such as logic and grammar, a metaphysical
system of learning. I have spoken of this in my paper "The Memory Eye".
That system has virtually disappeared today and I consider myself privi
leged for being able to share in that learning in the small way I did. Mter
Pune, I studied with sastris in Mysore for another fourteen years. There
were many highly specialized paQQits and sastris there because of royal
patronage. For me, learning in this way was somehow a participation in
"mainstream" learning. From that perspective, Western learning looked
like the solution of pseudo-problems by means of ego assertion.
I remember with affection many of the great paQQits who gave their
time to me - Sivaramakrishna Sastri, Srinivasa Sastri, Vighnahari Deo,
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Ramasastri, S.N. Varadacarya, K.S. Varadacarya, Visvesvara Diksita,
Ramacandra Rao and others.
I began studying yoga in Sweden with a young Frenchman who had
recovered his body usage from a crippling car accident. I studied with
B.K.S. Iyengar in Pune during the five years I was there. I felt that my
learning in.Sanskrit would never have been possible without the leaming
·
in yoga from him. At present, I could not think of living itself without
the intangible benefits of the teachings in yoga.
In repect of this particular work, I want to mention that I applied
for grants from the Social Science and Humanities Research Council in
Canada a number of times in order to search in the libraries of Natha
maths, in private palace libraries and so on in order to obtain materials
that might have added to this history of asanas. I had assembled a team
that could travel with me covering nine languages and able to participate
in virtually any circumstance - the circumstances would have required
us to visit as ascetic yogins rather than scholars. The Social Science and
Humanities Research Council never saw fit to give that grant and I was
unable to carry out that search. It always seemed to me that this was a
unique project, something that would give basic materials for research
and something that no one except myself would have been able to do.

I want to point out as well that this study is far from complete. Apart
from the possible materials that I have not been able to search for, there
is a wealth of literature - PURAlyAS, AGAMAS, independent studies that
have barely been noticed, Buddhist material and so on, all of which have
something to contribute to this history. It has been neglected because
of the idea that Pataiijali is the definitive end of yoga, virtually the source
and the end of the tradition. That view is a superimposed orientalist
textual-based view.
Many friends have supported me while I worked on this material.
Sri Dattatreya has assisted and supported me at all times. Without him
this book would not exist. I also wish to mention Suzanne and the late
Pervez Merwanji, )Vette Zerfas, Swami Sivapriyananda, Carmel Berkson,
and Katie Ohe.
Srikantadatta Narasimharaja Wadiyar permitted me to take
photographs of the yoga section of the SRlTATTVANIDHI from the
Maharani's manuscript in the Sarasvati Bhandar Library. P.
Maribasavaradhya at the Oriental Institute in Mysore transliterated the
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Old Kanna<;Ia script into devanagari. Venkatacala Sastri at the KannaQa
Institute in Mysore translated MAISURU MAISIRI for me and directed
12

me to various other sources of information. Dr. Bill Walker went through
the text repeatedly making it "readable".

A work of this nature is perhaps abrasive to particular interests.
While aware of this, my intention has been to look as closely as I could
at the astounding development of this particular tradition and to exam
ine the yoga tradition as a whole through that.

I consider, as many

people do, that yoga embodies a great mystery. I hope that what little
material I have been able to collect will be of interest to the readers of
the work.
I am a participant in this tradition - a participant with rare prepa
ration and access to Indian scholastics. I have had intense training in
yoga and a sustained interest in spiritual disciplines. I personally con
sider academics or knowledge an art of clear thinking rather than a
career.

Thus, I place myself distinctly in the realm of the arts.

The

academic objective viewpoint is a logical fallacy based on domination as
opposed to understanding. I feel that the only possible way of commu
nicating any meaningful sense of justice in this world is through one's
personal sense of order, one's aesthetic. The arts, being a manifestation
of the human spirit and love, are one of the few things that remain with
us in this world; one of the only things that have any value.
Mysore, 1995

N.E. Sjoman

i\ � lysorc Pai111ing of lhc Eigln Yoga Cokras

Photogr:1ph: Swami Sivlpriyananda

Synopsi�: Sw�mti Sivapriyananda

The presiding deities. of cakras :uc rcpresemed on each side of the cakras. There is an unknown cakra hdow the: miif,Imkrt1 which consists of two
halfmoons or crescents that contain bi]a mamras and figures of deilies that arc not clearly visible.
Around the figure. there are nine yogis and three deities, all of cltcm performing i.sanas. The isan:ts arc named in six C\Sl'S. The upper left

figure looks a.s if he is doing pairimorrflniim111l. The isanas is not named (the unmarked 3san:ts an· nanllxl :llcording to Iyengar'� nomcncl:uurc). The
deity beside him is doin g kiinavlry-irjuniismuJ. The deity to the right of the figure is doing gm¥1iiJmut. �n1c figure in the upper rigl u hand corner is
doing kapiliunmr. Below him is mnl.S)rndrn. The- figure in the bottom right corner is doing dluwnmman' iiJmur. ·nu� figure to the lt.ft of h im is marked and
:tppcar to rnd
None of Lhe others arc marked. The middle figure appear:. to be doing mnJfiriisnwr. ll1c next 10 the left ·•rlx.":trs
to be doing a
or prcpar.uion for th:u. The left comer is not dt:ar a.!. an i.�;ana. On the left side the top figure .1ppca� to he d()ing :1 ftmn
of garb!Jflpit;t/isi amr and the next one down is doing)'ognnidrtisnnn.

)Oglu!tu)�mn.
lu:rlmnbiiSAml

The p>inoing is probably dlt>blc to the

18lh century by the style.
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INTRODUCTION
THE YOGA TRADmON OF THE
MYSORE PAlACE

(/' he yoga tradition that evolved through the patronage and partici

J pation of the Wodeyar royal family, rajas of the kingdom of Mysore,
has today supplanted or affected a majority of the yoga teaching tradi
tions primarily through the teachings of B.K.S. Iyengar and his students.
This tradition is strongly preoccupied with the practice of asanas or yoga
positions, appears to be distinct from the philosophical or textual tradi
tion, and does not appear to have any basis as a tradition as there is no
textual support for the asanas taught and no lineage of teachers. A trans
lation of the "SRiTATIVANIDH1"1 manuscript from the Mysore Palace
from somewhere between 18 1 1 and 1868 containing 12 1 illustrations of
asanas presented here indicates some sort of textual basis. An attempt t<:>
trace the tradition historically indicates a much older tradition and gives
us a glimpse into the actual evolvement of the teachings of yoga from the
time ofPataiijali. This enables us to examine our ideas of"tradition" and
the treatments of tradition by the adherents of the textual tradition, the
ancient practitioners of yoga and the modern students of yoga who claim
ancient authority. The attempt to study the asana tradition by comparing
names of asanas with older sources and other traditions reveals a com
mon fund and considers material that should give us a surprising and
direct insight into dynamic living tradition-into the very essence of
tradition that makes it a living tradition rather than a lineal historic
tradition created and substantiated by academic tradition. Through the
understanding gained in this process, it is p�ssible to evaluate modern
practices of yoga which have evolved towards therapy within a dynamic
historical background. Through that, and the understanding gained from
actual practices, it ispossible to return to the oldest source, Pataiijali, and
re-interpret one of his siitras in what must be a more complete manner;
it makes the siitta meaningful.
35
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THE NATURE OF INDIAN TRADmON
In order to understand the development of the yoga tradition, the nature
of tradition itself within the context of Indian arts and scholarship must
be examined. The term "tradition" evokes meanings or presuppositions
that are often not quite applicable in the Indian context. For example,
South Indian Music in its present form is more or less assumed to be a
standard form that has origins in a distant past. But forms that were
distinctly different, the thaye, which were performed less than fifty years
ago have totally disappeared such that the nature of their performance
is completely unknown today. However a manuscript exists in the Madras
Music Academy of ninety-eight thaye-s in full notation. The !kaye again is
the source of the modern tanam. Therefore a statement that South In
dian Music is fifteen hundred years old could be made and the contrary
statement that South Indian Music is less than fifty years old could be
made with equal justice.
This point can be further illustrated in a more general context.
There are students of music who are repositories of centuries-old musical
performance traditions, there are scholars whose learning is based on
the textual tradition and devotees/ scholars of music, rasika-s, whose
learning is based on musical theory connected With the performance
tradition. Technical texts on music that were written only a few hundred
years ago are now largely unintelligible. Historical scholarship based on
the textual tradition gives a substantially different picture from the body
of scholarship based on the performance tradition-but it is the perfor
mance tradition which is the "survivor" and not the textual tradition.
In other words, authority must be qualified according to point of
view and learning. But the term"tradition" has been invested with a sense
of the absolute. Lineal or historical tradition tends to superimpose its
authority over dynamic or performance tradition. Performance tradition
draws on the inert lineal tradition for authenticity. Where historical tra
dition is unable to superimpose its authority, it tends to exclude to maintain
its own integrity.

THE YOGA TRADITION
The yoga tradition is an illustration of the above noted point. The San
skrit textual tradition from Patanjali, primarily based on Vyasa's com
mentary, has had some serious commentary work but nothing compared
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to Vedanta, for example. Even if the later haP1a texts are considered to
be part of that tradition, the amount of philosophic or scholastic activity
around this school of thought is sparse. However, the philosophical school
of yoga has attracted Indologists in the West who have examined the
principles of the school and presented translations of the original works
and their commentaries. james Haughton Woods' translation2-it could
almost be said that this is the standard translation-is done on the basis
of an exact word correspondence. In other words, it was not necessary to
know the intention, perhaps even the meaning of the original, in order
to make a meaningful translation. Bengali Baba did a translation2" using
a number of psychological terms trying to explain the concepts in the
siitras in psychological terms. Hariharananda AraiJya3 tried to realize the
principles of the doctrine as a spiritual/philosophical discipline and
translated taking account of his meditation experience. These transla
tions and others, whose relation to the practice tradition can be quite
tenuous, have been used carelessly by modern students of the yoga prac
tice tradition as authority for their practices. Only Hariharananda.Arat:tya's
translation, which is the least known amongst students of yoga, has any
relation to actual practice, and that practice is largely a revival based on
learned philosophical contemplation of that text.

TEXTUAL SURVEY OF THE YOGA TRADmON
The textual tradition from Patafijali from an estimated 150 BC is a dead
textual tradition. Vyasa, the first commentator on Pataiijali, is generally
considered to have lost touch with the tradition already- if there was
one. There are well-founded opinions that the siitras themselves are not
the teaching of a complete consistent philosophical discipline but a col
lection of aphorisms of the different yoga practices in vogue at
that time. Some scholars4 refer to indications of an older "$A$TITANTRA"
that was the"authentic" yoga text of which there is no extant manuscript.
It is specifically brought up in response to the philosophical inadequa
cies of Patafijali's text. The classical commentators, sometimes with subtle
qualifications, have treated Pataiijali's YOGASOTRAM as a philosophical
whole. There has been one documented attempt to put the teaching� of
Patafijali into practice by Swami Hariharananda Arat:tya5 who has written
his own commentary on the siitras. His contribution is an insistence on
a philosophical whole and a "performance tradition". Since the distinc
tion has been made between a performance and a textual or scholastic
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tradition, it might imply that we could make a distinction between a
philosophical tradition and a spiritual discipline tradition. Swami
Hariharananda's work is in specific contradiction to that. Vacaspati Misra,
the most renowned commentator on the YOGASOTRAM, was reputed to
be a great yogin and thus, at least according to legend, in specific con
tradiction of such a distinction as well.
The ha!ha yoga tradition is equally enigmatic. The main texts appear
to date between 1400 to 1800.6 The HATHAPRADiPIK)/ has the flavour
�f a text written_ by someone actually practisin_g a spiritual discip]ine. The
SIVA SAMHITA/' the G/IERA.}f/)A SAMJIITA/' the GORAK$ASATAKA 111
and other texts have a distinctly literary or philosophical flavour. There
is no tradition of actual practice coming from these texts although there
have been serious attempts at revival or creation of a practice tradition
based on these texts by Swami Kuvalayananda, founder of the Lonavla
school.11
·

The Natha or Kanpha� yogins are often said to be the origin of the
ha!ha yoga tradition. 12 The legends about them, however, are replete
with magical practices, narcotic drugs, rejection of society and initiation
with a mantra. The Natha tradition is difficult to reconcile with the ha!ha
yoga tradition which is commonly taken to refer to an intensive physically
oriented discipline. Many of the great Natha yogins, such as Matsyendra
nath, are also claimed as Buddhist yogins.
A fascinating documentation of hafha yoga or tantric yoga practices
does exist in the book Ha{ha Yoga 1:\ by Theos Bernhard which documents
his learning that took place sometime in the 1940's. In his book, he
supplements a traditional oral teaching with illustrative quotations from
the standard hafha yoga texts. The content of the teachings he learned
will be examined later. There are distinct similarities with the Natha
tradition and with ideas that developed in pural).ic times presumably
from the Pataiijali tradition. This is virtually the only documentation of
a practice tradition and it is linked to the textual tradition by Theos
Bernhard who supplements his oral teachings with the appropriate tex
tual source for them.
Two collections of various texts on yoga are available - the
composed by the Royal Preceptor ( riijagurn) of
Gajapati Prataparudradeva of Orissa ( 1497-1539) , which is rich in pural).ic
references and the YOG�IKA1:; entitled "An Ancient Treatise on
Yoga" which draws primarily on tantric sources.

YOGACINTAMA!fJ, 1'1

·
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MODERN PRACTICES OF YOGA
The practice of yoga flourishes in almost every corner of the world today
but not necessarily in the forms that might be expected. The meditation
practices and spiritual disciplines practised today do not appear to look
back to ancient tradition. Rather, they seem to be some sort of response
to modem civilization. While practice of prfu:layama appears to be super
ficial and in decline, the practice of asanas has blossomed. B.K.S. Iyengar
has been the vital force 'in the popularization ofasanas all over the world.
His book, Light on Yoga, 16 first published in 1960 gives over two hundred
asanas with illustrations. This book served the popularization of asanas
as no other book did before that because of the number of asanas shown,
the clear no-nonsense descriptions and the obvious refinement of the
illustrations. He dedicates his book and his learning to his guru,
Krishnamacariar. The asanas shown in this book can be traced to
Krishnamacariar but not beyond him (this will be examined in detail
later) .
The asanas themselves are not unknown, for a similar set of asanas
with different names Ji was shown by Swami Vishnudevananda, published
in his book The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga. •x He was a student of
Swami Sivananda, a dravidian belonging to the Diksitar family, the tra
ditional custodians of the Cidambaram temple. He must have inherited
their traditions.
Swami Yogesvarananda brought out a book in 1970 entitled First Steps
264 asanas.211

to Higher Yoga19 containing

Where do these asanas come from? Legend speaks of 84,00021 asanas.
Pataiijali, the traditionally accepted and oldest source of the yoga tradi
tion, has none. The HA THAPRADiPIKA, the basic text on ha\ha yoga, has
only 15 asanas and the other texts have only a few more.22 This total
absence of connection between the traditional sources and modern tra
ditions does not help us to understand the continuity of the yoga tradi
tion.
The yoga textual tradition is not the basis of modem practices of
yoga. In fact, scholars of the textual tradition distinctly denigrate or
ignore modern yoga practices. But there is a strong, continuous and
diverse ·movement of serious yoga practice which does demand atten
tion: The modern traditi�n, as mentioned, is strong on asanas. Are the
asanas really p�t of the yoga system or are they created or enlarged upon
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in the very recent past in response to modern emphasis on movement?
Modern practitioners of yoga have not been of much help. Most of them
have indiscriminately alleged the support of ancient authorities in order
to lend authenticicy to their own practice�. In fact, their practices have
no real textual justification and there is n o continuous tradition of prac
tice that can be traced back to the texts on yoga.

THE SUBJECT AND SOURCE OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The asana tradition is the subject of this study. A study of the evolution
of the asana tradition, its relation to older yogic textual traditions, to yoga
practice traditions and to exercise systems current during the period of
our study that have contributed to that tradition as well as its relation to
the particular textual tradition to be traced here provides insight into the
history of the asana tradition. Through that a further insight into the
history of yoga itself is inevitable as the pattern of evolvement unfolds.
The history of yoga lacks virtually any kind of historical continuity apart
from that of the sparse texts on yoga which are far apart in time, lacking
in substantial idea content between them, and without the context of a
surviving practice or scholastic tradition. Perhaps this is why this area has
not attracted serious historical attention.
The obvious direction to turn to is the performance tradition in the
hope of establishing some sort of meaningful continuity through a re
examination of sources and through the reconstruction of performance
tradition. Until now, no textual source for seriously documenting an
asana tradition has been uncovered. The textual source presented here
is a part of the " SRiTATIVANIDHI " manuscript in the Mysore Oriental
Institute. The illustrations are from the Maharani' s copy of the
" SRlTA TIVANIDHI " and from the "HATHA YOGA PRADiPIKA"23 both
manuscripts from the Sarasvati Bhandar Library, the private library of His
Late Highness Sri jayachamarajendra Wodeyar, and presented here by
the grace of His Highness Srikantadatta Narasimharaja Wadiyar. The
il lustrations are of 122 asanas found in the yoga section of the
" SRlTATIVANIDHI ". The " SRiTATIVANIDHI " is attributed to Mummadi
Krishnaraja Wodeyar who lived from 1794 to 1868. The illustrations of
asanas are taken from the "HA THAYOGA PRADiPIKA ", a compilation of
different yoga texts. The date of this manuscript is not ascertainable. 24
The illustrations of the yoga asanas in the "SRiTATFVANIDHI" at the
Oriental Institute are unfinished.25 The figures have not been shaded
and colour has not been added to the seats and the vibhuti marks as in
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the other m anuscripts. This text provides a unique documentation of a
diversity of asanas from an earlier date than the modem texts - approxi
mately 150 years earlier. It is unique in its concentration on asanas.
The Mysore Palace is not merely the repository of this important text
on yoga; the Mysore Palace also patronized Krishnamacariar from whom
the most popular yoga tradition and practices of modem times have
arisen. This did not come directly through him but primarily through
the teachings of B.K.S. Iyengar, his student.
This textual source and the historical material provide a vital link for
the student of the history of yoga. However, they raise more questions
than they answer.
Before beginning a more detailed examination of the history of yoga
and asanas, a description of the SRlrATIVANIDHI and its origins is
necessary. The manuscript is a compilation of dhyiina.Sloka-s, meditation
verses, probably compiled from the PuraQas, describing the iconographic
details of deities that are worshipped or meditated upon. In addition, it
contains sections on games, animals, music, ragas, yoga and so on. The
manuscript, attributed to Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar, initiates the
Mysore School of Painting.
Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar was the greatest patron of- the arts
in Mysore. The artisans and scholars of the Vijayanagara kingdom had
fled to Mysore and Tanjavur with the collapse of that empire. During the
reign of Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar there was a renaissance in Mysore
of painting, music, literary productions and architecture. Over sixty
literary productions, many of them artistically illustrated, were attributed
to the Maharaja alone. He assumed the throne at the age of five years and
was deposed in 183 1 by the British for incompetence. His predecessors
and his successors all contributed to this period of intense artistic activity.
The SRiTA TIVANIDHiis one of the finest products of the Mysore Royal
Court. Standards of music and art initiated there continue even today.
The Mysore court patronized Krishnamacariar whose yoga system, through
B.K.S. Iyengar, has spread over the entire world. The SRlrATIVANIDHI
is indicative of a long tradition of interest in yoga prior to Krishnamacariar.

DEVELOPMENT IN THE PIDLOSOPHICAL YOGA
TRADmON FROM PAT
AU

ANj

Yoga is one of the traditional orthodox philosophical disciplines in In-
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dian thought. If its development as a school is to be considered, then the
evolution or line of thought in other sastras or philosophical disciplines
could be examined to compile a set of expectations for the yoga sastra
as well.21i Each sastra, in it4i beginning stages, tried to present a complete
metaphysical system. For exampl�, nyiiya, or logic, presented a range of
categories from gross matter to divinity. As this school of thought devel
oped, however, many of these categories became mere appendices; the
real concentration of the logic school was on the process of inference
itself. In the case of Vedanta, the proofs of Brahman and the various
corollaries of that dwindled in importance beside the establishment of
mithyiitva or illusoriness or absurdity of any conditional proposition.
In the scheme of the sas� as a whole, yoga enjoyed a unique position.
It was regarded as a metaphysical school or distinct philosophical posi
tion but it was also regarded as the means for pursuing virtually any
metaphysical discipline. As a means th ough, the metaphysics of yoga,
specifically the acceptance of duality in the form of puru�a and prakrti,
was rejected by Vedanta27 and N,viiya. The limbs or constituent parts of
this yoga were given by Pataiijali as:

yamaniyamasanaprii1Jiiyamapratyiihiiradhiira1Jiulhyiinasamiidhayalls
[the eight limbs of yoga are yama (restraints) , niyama (observances) ,
asana (yoga positions) , pra1Jayiima (breathing practices) , pratyiihiira
(withdrawal of the -senses) , dhiira1Jii (concentration) , dhyiina (medi
tation ) , and samiidhi (realization) ] �
Speculation on the nature of the reduction to essential elements in
the yoga sastra comparable to the evolution in the other sastras as out
lined above, would remove yama and niyama, the restraints and obser
vances, first. Asana, or movement and stillness, 29 which involves both
the voluntary and the autonomic nervous system, would make yama and
niyama superfluous.:io They are contained in the idea of movement it
self.:u When the idea of movement is extended in this fashion, prii1Jiiyii'1Tlli2
would probably either be considered as part of the concept of asana or
the culmination of asana evolvement having as its scope the refinement
of movement in the process of breathing. The other categories, pratyiihara,
dhara1Jii, dhyiina, and samiidhi, could be subsumed under samadhi as, in
fact, they are to a large extent in the text itself. In the text, they are treated
as contributory practices to samiidhi and ultimately become part of it.:tl
The next step would be the elimination of asanas since priiTJ.iiyama would
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be the conclusion or final stages of movement. As we have seen, from the
very lack of textual information on them, from their treatment as subsid
iary to either priittiiyiima or samiidhi, asanas have had a doubtful status in
the history of yoga as a whole. Then, if samiidhi is the end of yoga, asanas
too could be eliminated and samiidhi's causal factor (yoga is, tradition
ally, a means after all) , priiTJ-ayiima, could be considered the very essence
of yoga.
YOGA CINTAM.AliJ by Sivananda Sarasvati states priittiiyiima eviibhyiisa
kramer.za pratyiihiiradhiirattiidhyiinasamiidhisabdenocyate, priittiiyiima, merely
by increasing its practice intensity, is called by the name pratyiihiira,
dhiirattii, dhyiina, and samiidhi. This is quoted in the commentaryJYOTSNA
34

on the HATHAPRADiPIKA.35 YOGACINTAM.Alyl gives as its support for
this VASI$THA, 36 DA TTATREYA, s; and SKANDAPl!RAl'fA3x and goes on to
quote exact measures and details for when prii1J,iiyiima becomes pratyiihiira,
dhiirattii and so on according to these puraQ.ic sources. These measures
refer to the length of the kumbhaka or retention of breath in priittiiyiima.
Vijiiana Bhi�u in the YOGA VA.RTIKA39 on YOGASOTRAM 3 . 1, 2 and 3
refers to these ideas in his commentary on Patafijali on these terms· and
quotes the GARUI)APl!RAl'fA40 as authority for these exact measures. In
Hatha Yoga, Theos Bemhard41 makes reference to actual practices in
which he was required to suspend the breath for one hour, the minimum
requirement for samiidhi. Theos Bernhard goes on to say " .. .it is easy to
understand why samiidhi is so seldom achieved. The discipline is too
severe." The tradition of priittiiyiima has largely died out in modern times
since yoga has obtained the popularity of the masses: the decline in
practice is due to the spread of an exacting discipline into the general
population. However, the one limb that has flourished is the asana tra
dition.

THE AsANA TRADmON
If asanas are going to be the culmination of the yoga tradition or the
touchstone through which the tradition has been preserved, they will
have to be examined in detail, shown to have a solid basis and shown to
have some sort of "mystique" that enables them to be considered as the
legitimate vehicle of a tradition that must be taken seriously either by the
mere fact of its survival or by the compelling nature of its present evolve
ment. A glance at the pictures in almost any of the myriad books on
asanas or yoga should be enough to make anyone suspect that they might
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not make it to heaven or anywhere else they might be going on the asanas
illustrated there.
Furthermore, records of asanas will need to be cross referenced in
order to try and trace some kind of historical continuity that would serve
as the basis for documentation of a historical tradition ofasanas. This will
require tracing names and comparing the asanas themselves, where
possible, independently of the names.
What other sources could serve for such an investigation?
The vyayamaiii.lirs, literally gymnasiums, are the indigenous exercise
arenas in the older cities of India run by the ascetic orders and by the
gartu/,i or wrestler orders. These continue to be popular even today
and represent a whole substrata of exercise that would be worthwhile
examining. These vyii.yii.maiii.lirs are places of exercise routines that are
primarily aerobic in nature. The movements practised in these places
incorporate muscular contraction and repetition. The exercise systems
of the West, coming from Grecian athletics, are based on muscular con
traction. Grecian athletics itself had military origins; its aim was the de
velopment of musculature on a movable limb in order to impel a weapon
effectively beyond the limits of the body. But the yogic system of move
ment is not based primarily on muscular contraction. It is based on
stretching. Furthermore, it centres on the spine and not on the limbs.
Muscular contraction does play a part in it, but only an initial part. Yogic
movement requires that the initial movement develops into stretching
and culminates in balance and relaxation.
I

The word for exercise in Sanskrit is vyii.yama (sala in vyayamai{l{jj
literally means "hall") . Etymologically, the word consists of two parts, the
prefix vi, which indicates separation and the root i, which means "to go".
Thus the word literally means something like "to go apart", something
like "stretching". Is the distinctive nature of yogic movement inherited
from an indigenous exercise system which preserves the clue to its basic
nature only in its name today?
This concept of stretching can be examined through Pataiijali's
siitram prayatna5aithilyii.nantasamapattibhyam:42 (asanas are accomplished)
by relaxing or loosening the effort and by meditating on the endless.
Effort or muscular contraction is required initially to acquire the posi
tion. This involves the conscious willing of the mind, the voluntary ner
vous system and then, in the accomplishment of that movement, the
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autonomic nervous system, the unconscious, takes over. Every movement
requires conscious volition and the unconscious content which deter
mines exactly how that movement is accomplished.
As an aside, to extend the idea of the unconscious further, it might
be added that the prime determinant of movement pattern is habit; habit
is primarily the effect or consequence of all past influences on the bodyI
mind and matures as unconscious.

In order to get rid of or transcend these conscious and unconscious
applications-of the mind or nervous system on movement capacities, the
siitra, after referring to them through the word prayatna (desire to move
being conscious and the action of moving being largely unconscious) ,
calls for saithilya, loosening, relaxing or letting go, for stretching beyond
the trammels of the mind until we find balance, the awareness that is not
w·verted through constrictions or objects but is our basic nature, the state
of unhindered perfect balance, Pataiijali's anantasamapatti or medita
tion on the endless. This is the only way that one can transcend the
conditioning of past habits recorded in the unconscious or involuntary
nervous system. The prerequisite for relaxation is effort, of course , as
only a muscle that is worked is able to relax (that is, there is a distinction
between dormancy and relaxation) .
In other words, each movement begins with effort, matures into
stretching to reach an ultimate position, then recedes from that to attain
balance which is thus a form of transcendence or revelation. The basis
of this conception of movement is the revelational method of learning
employed in all Indian metaphysical philosophical systems. 43 The meta
physical presuppositions that have made such an idea of movement
possible are basic to most Indian religious-philosophical thought.
Pataiijali' s siitra explains the basic principle of yogic movement. It is a
functional definition rather than descriptive or exclusive. Here "tran
scendence" serves as the necessary "mystique".
The very word "asana", etymologically, means to sit, rest, to come to
rest. 44 It is formed from the verbal root as meaning to sit. But the word
"asana" has been used far more promiscuously than this basic etymologi
cal sense. It is used to refer to positions in archery and wrestling. 45 It is
_
also used generally to refer to a seat and occasionally to thrones. In fact,
even in respect of yoga, only a few asanas are referred to in older texts
and most of these are asanas that are conducive to meditation or seated
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the force of the word prayatna, in Pataiijali's siitra,

worship. However,
seems to indicate something contrary to the idea of "coming to rest".
However, it could not be construed as being in conflict with the defini
tion given in the previous siitra. Therefore the word would suggest a
system of asanas which includes more asanas than the sedentary medi
tation positions found primarily in later texts.
The HATHAPRADlPJKA46 does refer to asanas that would not be
used merely for meditation. But the general thrust seems to be towards
meditation in that work. It is not possible to postulate a developed asana
practice from that text or other texts from which the hatha yoga tradition
is assumed to have arisen. Theos Bernhard47 used the asanas to build up
skills in sustained effort and concentration that were related to later
meditation practices. The asanas, extended for long periods of time,
were used as thresholds. That is, a time limit or repetition limit was set
for a specific practice; when that was accomplished one entered on the
next practice. Often, a particular limit was presented as proof of the
requisite strength, both physical and psychological, to continue on in the
next phase of teaching. The extensions of time referred to in the
puraQa-s in regard to frriirJ,iiyiima are here applied to asanas as well.
Bernhard's book is our only document of a yoga system in actual practice.
Theos Bernhard lays the basis for the mystique of yoga, the powers and
the meditation states, in the physical as one would expect in ha�ha yoga.
The asanas become a vehicle or means for building up will power or
determination, used as a goal that one must transcend by extraordinary
physical and mental determination.
The Nathas add an interesting dimension to the mystique:
What is the good of begging if a man has no belief? Only those in
love with death can acquire jog. Good men subdue the passions by
riding on the horse of patience and holding the reins of remem
brance. Jog means to be dead when alive. One has to sing the song
of nonentity using one's meagre body as an instrument. One's self
has to be entirely absorbed. You will never be able to undergo jog.
What is the use of asking for it? Child, listen, God has made his
abode in this body of dust. He is in everything as a thread through
beads. He is the breath of life in the living. He is, as it were, the spirit
of bhang and opium. He is the life in the world as the (blue) colour
in the indigo. He permeates everything as blood runs through all
the bodies of men.-IA
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One point should be noted here. It is the body which is the instrument
through which spiritual aims are achieved. This is hatha yoga. The Natha
statement is an uncompromising insistence on a spiritual discipline. But
the suggestions and viewpoints are very different from those of righteous
and enthusiastic practitioners of hatha yoga today who treat the asanas
as a symbolic-magic complex under a pseudo-scientific garb.
It seems that the concept of asanas as a medium of exploration of
the conscious and unconscious mind has been lost sight of. As illustrated,
Patafljali and the Nathas seem to use that as the main vehicle of their
doctrine. Theos Bernhard documents the practice of this concept giving
descriptions and details of each of the thresholds as the pural)ic sages
did. He even went one step further and gave his own evaluations after
successfully completing each practice assigned to him.
One would have expected the development of yoga to have contin
ued the direction of the thresholds as that set standards for the ultimate
achievements of samadhi and the intermediary stages. Furthermore, in
the natural evolution, one would have expected some kind of refinement
in that practice. The most obvious concentration of the refinement would
have been towards precision in asanas. Even if the thresholds would have
been abandoned because of their seemingly extreme demands or be
cause of the loss of standards in the kaliyuga, precision in asanas would
have been an expected dimension of study for those still interested in
yoga as a spiritual discipline. But we find few records indicating refine
ment, although a case for that could be made by critically considering the
photographs of asanas found in Theos Bernhard's book.
It is only recently, through the work of B.K.S. Iyengar, that this di
rection has been taken up. In fact, his work is a reformation of the asana
system that he was originally taught. He has re-ordered the asanas con
sidering the physiological nature of the movement in each asana indi
vidually and insisted on a principle of precision that is not found or
cannot be determined from the older texts on yoga or even in the mod
em books of his contemporaries. His western students have gone even
further with the concept of precision drawing on the understanding of
movement, muscle function and anatomy built up in the physiotherapy
and functional anatomy schools of the West.
In other words, the asanas become complete in their own right, they
have their own indigenous "mystique". The realization of that "mystique"
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will be in the complexities of the movement itself - a suitable object
considering the complex psycho-physical nature of movement, stillness
and balance. This is in distinction to, but at the same time partakes of,
the earlier mentioned symbolic-magic treatment of asanas, the use of
them as a means of exploration of the conscious and the unconscious
and the use of them as thresholds or vehicles of transcendence.
In most popular books on yoga today there are persistent references
to the therapeutic value of asanas. It is easy to understand why the thera
peutic value of asanas has attained a place of prominence. Obyiously,
people will be attracted to a particular asana which promises certain
curative results to say nothing of the religious concept of the healer. But
this presupposes a direct cause-effect relation between an illness �d an
asana. If asanas are considered from a therapeutic point of view at all,
then they must be considered within a holistic framework. The therapeu
tic cause-effect relation is a later superimposition on what was originally
a spiritual discipline only. In a holistic system, instead of working with a
particular symptom, the many asanas are used to cleanse the body and
strengthen its defence system in order to eradicate sickness. Any attempt
to use a specific asana to alleviate a certain symptom is another use
altogether of the asana system; it applies it with psychological placebo
effects which, indeed, cannot entirely be discounted either. The many
textual indications of therapeutic values and the experience of serious
practitioners of yoga make this a prominent feature in yoga practices of
today. The listing of therapeutic values in connection with asanas is really
part of the

phalaSruti tradition of sastric and popular Indian

thought; it

supplies a good reason for doing some particular thing. There are much
older yogic connections with medicine through such concepts as the

prar;ta doctrine. 49

THE MODERN AsANA TRADmONS
Why is there such a paucity of textual information or any information on
asana traditions? It is possible to trace a sketchy line of evolution of the
praQayama tradition through purat}ic times noting trends of refinement,
classification and precision. But the asana tradition is not so dear. A rich
modern asana school exists which has been refined, is carefully classified
and has developed a precision which is manifest only when something
is considered as meaningful in its own right. But between the modem
schools and the textual material we have only Theos Bernhard's record.
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B.K.S. IYENGAR'S AsANA TEACIDNG
B.K.S. Iyengar in

Light on YogtfO lists two hundred asanas. Many of these

asanas however are variations within a posture and by grouping such

variants under a single asana the list could be reduced quite easily to

about fifty principal asanas.51 Twenty-three asanas are named after differ
ent objects like mountain, tree and so on. Another thirty-three are named
after deities or legendary figures. Twenty-two are named after animals

and eleven are named after different states of the mind. Seventeen are
named after birds. Three are meditation positions. An overwhelming

eighty-three asanas are simply descriptive of a particular position as "one

foot in the air bow posture".52 This is only a rough classification because
some of them belong to one category but their variants have descriptions

added that would make them belong to some other category. It would

be expected that an emphasis on asanas and precision would favour mere
descriptive names. Many of the animal or object names might be used

to indicate a particular power in that being that is acquired from taking

the position named thus. It would also be probable that legend names

and other names would be retained to give authenticity and respect from

an older tradition. This would lead one to suspect that the simple de
scriptive names might represent asanas that have been developed later.
How are we to trace our asana system? Pattabhijois in Mysore teaches
the same asanas as B.K.S. Iyengar. The systems are different; B.K.S. Iyengar

thoroughly reformed the system that he learned though the asana con
tent is common. Pattabhijois claimed that he, not Krishnamacariar, was

Iyengar's guru. Krishnamacariar did have many different teachers work
ing for him. They would have been teaching his yoga system though,

therefore he would receive acknowledgement for that. Pattabhi Jois

learned from T. Krishnamacariar for 18 years and claims to teach the

same asana system that he originally learned.

But, asanas similar to tho$e that Iyengar teaches occur in the book
by Swami Vishnudevananda.53 Swami Vishnudevananda claims Swami
Sivananda as his guru. And there are asanas in other traditions that are
common with this fund as well.
Aside from that, there is a certain amount of historical material from
the Palace that indicates older sources. These materials do not necessar
ily indicate a continuous tradition preceding Krishnamacariarfrom which
he would have descended but they must be examined together with the
modern books that seem to derive from other traditions.
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PATIABID JOIS'S AsANA TEACIDNG
The asana system taught by Pattabhijois is an arran gement of asanas into
three distinct groupings of primary, intermediate and advanced asanas:,4
with their vinyasrrs.55 The vinyasa-s are movements between asanas. The
first six vinyasrrs are part of the suryanamaskara ( sun salutation move
ment) , the next few are the . asana itself. The reversal of the first ones
follows and then a repetition for both sides (for an asana done working
on one side and then the other) adding up to a number of vinyasa-s that
varies depending on the particular asana. 56 These vinyasa-s become more
elaborate in advanced asanas. The asanas are held for counts of breath
which increase with skill and endurance. There is an elaborate and con
fusing system of inhalation and exhalation with each asana. Students
learn the series and repeat the same ·asanas every day with their vinyasas
and breath routines adding a new asana when capable. This usually in
volves about two and a half hours of continuous movement to complete
one of the series and is very strenuous. Pattabhijois published a book in
Kanna<;la called the YOGAMA..LA . 5i The asanas have virtually the same
names as those given by Iyengar in his Light on Yoga. 5x

B.K.S. IYENGAR'S REFORMATION OF THE
JOIS/KRISHNAMACARIAR SERIES
Iyengar re-arranged the series into groups of standing asanas, (lateral
movements of the spine) , forward bends, backbends, twistings, hand
balancings and inversions. He discarded the vinyiisa systems and the
breathing routines commenting in his book on pra'f}ayama that they
distracted from the asana itself. 59 He held the asanas for extended peri
ods of time. He eliminated the "continuous movement" sequences built
up through the vinyiisa-s which were a prominent feature of the old
system. He introduced ideas of precision, penetration and introspection
into the asana system.

KRISHNAMACARIAR'S YOGA TEACIDNG
Krishnamacariar was appointed at the Mysore Palace in the early 1930's
to teach yoga to the Arasu boys, the maternal relatives of the royal family.
Through the patronage of Nalvadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar, he opened a
Yogasala or Yoga School which continued until 1950. He worked inten
sively on this and on the promotion of yoga (called "propaganda work"
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at that time) . Already in 1945 there are complaints of lack of interest in
the yoga school recorded in the Palace archives. The numbers of stu
dents declined until finally the school was closed.
During that time Krishnamacariar wrote his first book on yoga called

YOGAMAKARANDA, the publication of which was paid for by His Late
60

Highness. There are no indications of where he originally learned yoga.
However, in the Palace archives, there exists a copy of the original preface
to his book. This preface was subsequently scrapped and replaced. It
reads:

The author, while yet an urchin, had the unique privilege of being
taught 24 asanas and blessed by his Holiness, the late Sri Narasimha
Bharati Swamigalavaroo ofSpigeri Mun. What he had learnt during
his boyish days the author kept in his memory and practice and in
later years he had an opportunity of being trained in Yoga Sastra in
accordance with the prescribed canons of Pr3.Qayama and the sev
eral vinyasas by Sjt Ramamohan Brahmacari Guru Maharaj ofMukta
Narayan Ksetra (Banks of the Gandaki61 ) .
(Mysore Palace Archives) 62
The Srngeri Matha was definitely a place of learning in those days.
Krishnamacariar may have attended the Patha5ala, the traditional San
skrit school there and there may have been courses in yoga. One would
not have expected serious yoga teachings though in this advaitin centre.
The series of over two hundred asanas found with Iyengar and Pattabhi
Jois are not shown in this book nor in his subsequent books.63 Thirty
eight asanas are illustrated.64 Simple asanas are shown together with very
complex advanced asanas. Pattabhi Jois also mixes asanas indiscrimi
nately in this way. Krishnamacariar shows standing asanas, balancings,
backbends and forward bends but not all that must have been known to
him. It is stated in this book that this is the primary book on asanas
suggesting that he knew many more asanas. 65
He gives the therapeutic results66 distinguishing the results for men
and women. He gives details of the vinyasa.J361 to be done with each asana
and these compare with those given by Pattabhijois and with the breath
ing instructions. He states the length of time asanas are to be held;
sometimes ten minutes, sometimes fifteen. 6R This is a significant point as
this becomes systematized to a single repetitive breath time common for
all asanas with Pattabhi Jois and with Krishnamacariar's later teaching.
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Part of Iyengar's reform consists of holding individual asanas for e;x
tended periods of time. The asanas in his book do not compare with the
primary series of Pattabhijois. Therefore it seems logical to assume that
the form that we find in the series of asanas with Pattabhijois was devel
oped during Krishnamacariar's period of teaching. It was not an inher
ited format.
He gives a bibliography in his book. 69

KRISHNARAJA WODEY� - STUDENT AND
PATRON OF YOGA
The Wodeyars were closely connected with the British at that time. The
British had restored the ancient Wodeyar royal family who had been
living in seclusion in Mysore to the throne again in 1 799 and they were
politically indebted to the British as well as culturally impressed. They
were particularly interested in reform of the education system and in the
arts and music in an Indian context. They were impressed with British
prowess and superiority. The exercise system prescribed for the develop
ment of the Crown Prince, Krishnaraja Wodeyar, was a combination of
the indigenous Indian exercise system and western gymnastics. This seems
to set the tone for the synthesis that will be i)lustrated later on
and allow us to examine the previous records, specifi cally the
"SRlTATTVANIDHI" manuscript, with this concrete example in mind.
In order to understand the development and continuance of this
yoga school or tradition, we must now tum to its foremost patron, Nalvadi
Krishnaraja Wodeyar, the Maharaja of Mysore, at the time of the incep
tion of the Yogasala in 1930.
Krishnamacariar was his yoga guru. Initially, he had been installed
to teach yoga at the Palace. Eventually, as mentioned, Krishnaraja Wodeyar
appointed him to establish and operate the Yoga§ala, an independent
yoga institution. Subsequently Krishnamacariar taught yoga in the
Pa�hasala, the traditional Sanskrit college in Mysore.

A�IDASWAMYA VARU;o describes the regular exercise routine of
the Crown Prince, Krishnaraja Wodeyar, as a child. There are pictures of
him with a set of parallel bars with his companions and a description of
the exercise and gymnastics that he attended regularly. One further
record of Krishnaraja Wodeyar's yoga practice exists; it is an eye witness
account of his routine found in MAJSORU MAISJRJ,i1 an artificial verse
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biography ofKrishnaraja Wodeyar from 1933. It contains a description of
asanas done before Krishnamacariar's time. Unfortunately, there are no
details or records of his learning under Krishnamacariar.
In fact, there are no Palace records earlier than 1 897 of patronage
or practice of yoga because of the fire of February 28, 1 897 when large
portions of the old Palace, including all the Palace archives, were de
stroyed. Therefore, even though the "SRiTATFVANIDHI" manuscript
comes from an earlier period, the accompanying records that would have
documented an accompanying tradition, patronage or even the circum
stances connected with the manuscript do not exist.
It appears that Krishnamacariar was given the old gymnastics hall
containing gymnastic apparatus and ropes hanging from the "ceiling as
his yogasala. 72 The Palace archive records show that Krishnaraja Wodeyar
was in terested in the promo tion of yoga and continually sent
Krishnamacariar around the country to give lectures and demonstra
tions. These lectures often included information on health and the
therapeutic aspects of asanas. Testimonials of persons cured were pre
sented and such records are still found in the Palace archives. Krishnaraja
Wodeyar provided funds for the publication of Krishnamacariar's book
and funds as well for two thousand feet of film to be shot ofB.K.S. Iyengar
in Pune by Captain V.B. Gokhale. Iyengar was eventually deputed by the
Maharaja to teach in Pune.

THE MYSORE PALACE GYMNASTICS TRADmON
Fortunately, a manual of the gymnastics exercise system survives today,
the WAYAMA DlPIKA,;3 Elements of Gymnastic Exercises, Indian System
by S. Bharadwaj. Bharadwaj acknowledges the help of Veeranna, previ
ously mentioned, in the Kanna<;la introduction (it is not mentioned in
the English introduction) and it is probable that Bharadwaj was Veeranna's
student. Nalvadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar' s gymnastics teacher was Veeranna,
installed at the Palace from 1 892 to 1901 . Bharadwaj claims the book is
an attempt at the revival of Indian exercises. ;4
The WAYAMA DlPIKA is a compilation. Under the divisions of
exercise Bharadwaj states that English exercise consists of gymnastics,
trapeze, parallel bars and so on whereas the Indian system consists of
bodybuilding, wrestling and the use of weapons.;5 In contradistinction
to indigenous texts on exercise found in the Indian wrestling community
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which tend to stress strengthening effects on different parts of the body
in isolation,76 Bharadwaj stresses the effects on body and mind of exercise
and the specific effects of particular exercises. In other words he gives
therapeutic results. Chapter 1 of the VYA.YAMA DiPIKA. is on walking,
running, hopping andjumping. Chapter 2 is on the da�4a exercises. The
da�f/,a exercises are variations of push-ups. They are a very old series of
exercises and occur in yoga as suryanamaskartrs. They can be broken
down to include individual asanas such as tatjasana, padahastiisana,
caturangada�f/,iisana, and bhujangiisana. They appear to be the primary
foundation for Krishnamacariar's vinyiistrs. They are used by Indian
wrestlers and are probably the core of indigenous Indian exercise. Chap
ter 3 is a series of knee bends or squatting exercises. Chapter 4 is a series
of sitting leg exercises for strengthening the knees. Chapter 5 is a series
of exercises "to make the body light" and Chapter 6 contains finger
exercises, dumbbell exercises and calisthenics. Chapter 7 deals with
parallel bars.
The text is a reflection of the spirit of the time which tried to draw
the best from as many sources as it had access to and to give them some
kind ofreasonable explanation which followed the imported metaphysic
of a sound mind in a sound body.n It is a compilation attempting to be
a synthesis.
Chapter 5 of the VYA.YAMA DiPIKA. is of particular interest here. It
illustrates two variations of an exercise called valvarase, exercise against
the wall. The first of these is called urdhvadhanuriisana1K in Iyengar's book
and is a backbend done against the wall in Iyengar's system as a prepa
ration for advanced backbends. The second variation does not have a
specific name in Iyengar's book but is an exercise taught by him called
'\valking down the wall".79 It is another of his preparatory exercises for
advanced backbends. These are not shown in his book but are part of his
actual teaching. There are two variations called neldamili kalpa'Qi and
godemili kalpa�iRo which are named ma�f/,aliisana in Iyengar's book but
are done disparately on each side rather than continuously as in Iyengar's
book, one from the floor and one from the wall. These probably origi
nate from the wrestler's exercises done on an oiled post. The text also
mentions a handstand against the wall called adhomukhavr�iisana by
Iyengar. The text lists mayuriisana by that name. Mayuriisana is one of the
asanas referred to very early in yoga literature on asanas.RJ The text men-
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tions a kattari varase which is referred to by Iyengar in balancings and
other places as �10-vakriisana, this exercise being a half �!Qvakriisana
repeated on each side. Manga1J-1J:u!'2 is dropping back from a handstand
and coming back up. This is one of the very important backbend move
ments taught by Iyengar but not shown separately in his book. Beside that
is

hinga1J-1J-U,RS the

renowned

viparitacakriisana of Iyengar' s system. This

movement is perhaps the finest of Iyengar's movements and forms al
most the centre of his teachings on backbends. Needless to say, it is not
found in any other yoga book that shows asanas. The illustration in the

VYA YAMA DiPIKA shows a student helping another in the movement.'H
Sidhivarase
is known as bakiisana in the yoga system and is included in the series of
movements called balancings; jhitla is loliisana. The da?J-4a movements

This is exactly the way that the movement is taught by Iyengar.

illustrated in the text, as mentioned before, are most reminiscent of
Krishnamacariar's

vinyiisa-s and Iyengar's series called

"jumpings".

It is quite clear that the yoga system of the Mysore Palace from
Krishnamacariar is another syncretism drawing heavily on the gymnastic
text, but presenting it under the name of yoga. Significantly, specific
movements found in that text are taught in the yoga system but are not
named - they form part of the preliminary, or "opening", exercises
done before the main asanas in the series. Politically, the yoga exercise
system is an exercise system that is indigenous like the

da'IJ4a exercises

but less obviously foreign than the gymnastics system. Furthermore it has
incorporated into it the major parts of the gymnastics system. But there
is a more exotic element in the yoga system than the

da'IJ-4a exercises

popular amongst the wrestlers and quite as dull and out ofvogue as push
ups and sit-ups in the West. On the yoga exercise system, the whole
metaphysics and mystery of yoga can be grafted on without question . This
grafting had already occurred when Krishnamacariar wrote his first book.
He drew on yoga literature as if it were part of his practice and his expe
rience.
There is great distance between the intense reform movement pre
sented here - the movement toward making yoga something for ordi
nary people and the traditional ideas of the ancient yogi superman.
Pe�haps one should recall the searches ofDayananda Sarasvati who spent

9 years in the late 1 800's wandering through the Himalayas searching for
yogis of the second sort without any success and having come across the
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HATHAPRADlPIKA and other texts threw them away considering them
perverse. R5.
THE MYSORE PALACE WRESTLING TRADffiON
Before discussing the asanas in the "SRiTATTVANIDHr, we should look
briefly into the exercise systems of the wrestlers. One of the few older
texts on the wrestlers is the MALLAPUR.AlfA.86 The manuscript of that
text is dated 1 640 but the text, according to the manuscript editors, is of
a much older date, from the twelfth or thirteenth century. The wrestlers,
originally armed brahmins from Gujarat, migrated to places where royal
patronage was available, especially since they partook in royal ritual at the
time of the dasara festival. Mysore was one of the places to which the
wrestlers migrated and a community of je{{i.JiJ settled in Mysore.8; The
MALLAPUR.AlfA gives the exercises that were done at that time, some of
whose names can be traced to later texts and practices.
Chapter 1 0 of the MALLAPUR.AlfA gives details of sixteen groups
of exercises called srama-s. These are 1 ) Rangaframa or wrestling itself;
. 2) Stambha$rama or exercises on a pole or pillar. Four types of pole move
ments are listed; one group is on a large pole fixed in the ground and
oiled, another on a pole which is like a stick, a third group is on a pole
system with two more poles suspended from that and the fourth is with
a long cane. These seem to have fallen into disuse in Mysore except for
the large oiled pole in the ground which is used for practising grips in
the garatji.JiJ today. 3) Bhiirama1J.ika$rama (unknown); 4) Sviisapre7J.aikaSrama
are exercises for stamina such as running, skipping and so on;
5) Sthapita5rama, perhaps exercises done erect; 6 ) Uhapoha$rama is said
not to be an exercise; 7) & 8) Guru (heavy) and laghu (light) Go1J,itakaSrama
are stone rings or weights fastened on poles that are twirled around the
body in various ways; 9) Pramada is exercises with the use of clubs;
1 0) Amardanki$rama seems to be a form of massage; 1 1 ) Asthadanaka is
a da'fJ4a exercise for the lower parts of the body; 1 2) Ku'fJ4aka�ank is
some sort of calisthenics with circular movements; 1 3 ) Anyakrtkara$rama
(unknown ) ; 1 4) jalaSrama is swimming; 1 5) Sopaniiroha1J.a is climbing
steps and pyramid building;AA 1 6) Bhojanordhavabhrama7J.ikais assumed to
be another type of calisthenics.
Ofgreat interest in the MA.LLAPUR},]yA is a list of asanas in Chapter
eight.89 One plus seventeen asanas are listed here making a total of eigh-
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teen (a manuscript confusion is mentioned in the notes to the text) . This
list contains asanas found in the SRiTATIVANIDH/and nowhere else. It
also refers to Sir�asana,90 the headstand, which is not referred to in the
HATHAPRADiPIKA and is not only one of the most important asanas in
modern yoga systems but is claimed to be the very essence of yoga itself.
This reference is doubly interesting because, in the midst of a text on
indigenous exercise ·systems dating from the twelfth to sixteenth centu
ries, there is a distinct reference to asanas. Asanas have been referred to
injaina and Veerasaiva texts from the twelfth century but not in such an
extensive form as this. 91

THE YOGA SECTION OF THE

SRiTATI'VANIDlH

The divisions in the SRiTATIVANIDHI are curious. First of all, there is
a section of eighty asanas separated from the rest. The asanas over and
above the eighty asanas are given as "additional asanas". It is unlikely that
the first could be considered a basic set as many of the established or
traditional asanas are found in the later section. Another text, a lexicon,
the SAMKHYARA TNAMAI..A found only in manuscript in the Oriental
Institute which originally came from the Palace Library, lists its items on
the basis of number. Under the number eighty, it lists asanas but gives
the HA THAYOGAPRADiPIKA, mentioned earlier, as its source. But the
HATHAYOGAPRADiPIKA, a compilation of yoga texts in an illustrated
manuscript in the Palace Library, contains the one hundred and twenty
one asanas found in the SRiTATIVANIDHI as well as others.
There are other divisions in the SRiTA TIVANIDHI text that are
demarcated. Asanas 1 to 1 1 are "from the back". Asanas 1 2 to 15 and 1 8
are "from the stomach". Asana 52 and onward are called "standing asanas".
More divisions could be made from the text itself such as asanas involving
movement, asanas done on ropes, asanas which involve repetitive move
m�nt, asanas with bird names and so on.
There are confusions in the text. Asanas are referred to in the text
that are part of an asana that is illustrated. But the earlier base asana is
not shown as in asana 1 1 1 . Here, mayurasana, a very old asana, is referred
to but not shown in the text. In asana 1 07, ardhapa.Scimottiinasana is men
tioned but not pa.Scimottiinasana, presumably prior to that by virtue of its
name. Even more confusing, asana 1 08 illustrates what is known as
pa.Scimottiinasana today but calls it garbhasana. Asanas 94 and 1 1 8, differ
ent asanas, have the same name. Asana 23 mentions riijasana but that
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asana is not explained separately in the text. .Asana 34 mentions saraliisana
and 35 mentions arghyasana neither of ;which are mentioned elsewhere.
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The text is sometimes not understandable without the picture and is
often less detailed than desirable. It should be mentioned that earlier
texts that describe asanas give a minimal description probably because

they served more as mnemonic devices to direct teaching than as teach
ing manuals. But there appear to be even greater defects in the text here
that would lead one to assume that the scribe might not be familiar with
the asana practices. Obviously more asanas must have been known and
a part of common heritage. Our text represents a very rich asana tradi
tion but it is not meant to be a complete exposition of all known asanas.
Many of the movement asanas are explained as a movement from
one asana to another and remind one of the

vinyasa movements. A series

of asanas involve repetitions, walking and crawling in particular positions
which are reminiscent of the indigenous exercise system used by the
wrestlers. The

siiryanamaskara or daTJ4a exercises are found in

the text.

There is a large number of bird asanas and a number of asanas per
formed on ropes.
The rope asanas are particularly interesting. As mentioned earlier,
the wrestler's

stambho.Srama included

four kinds of pole props, one of

which was suspended. There is an ancient art connected with the wres
tlers called

mallakhambha which is basically movements on a pole. Asso

ciated with this are asanas done on a rope. These have been lost in Mysore
but were revived in Maharastra under the Peshva Bajirao II by Balambhatta
Dada Deohar. The origins are traced to a text

MANASOLHAS from

1 1 35 AD (unseen by author) . The tradition has survived up to present
time in Maharastra and competitions are held every year.92 Furthermore,
the photograph of the yoga.Sala at the beginning of Krishnamacariar's
book shows two ropes suspended from the ceiling.93 There is no refer
ence to ropes in any of the gymnastics texts. To the author's knowledge,

it is not used in kalaripayaflu, the martial arts tradition from Kerala. Where

it might have been used, however, is for practice in scaling walls of forts
which must have constituted a part of British military training and pos
sibly indigenous training. From Maharastra to Kamataka there is a leg
end, repeated in different contexts, that soldiers tied a rope around a
lizard called an uQa and threw it on the wall where it clung while the
soldiers scaled the wall and entered the fort.94 The British did train a
cavalry in Mysore and stormed the Srirangapatna fortifications only
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1:;Nath Aghorananda, YOGA-KARJYIKA (Delhi: Eastern Book Linkers, 1 981 ) .
111B.K.. S . Iyengar, Light o n Yoga ( London : George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1 966) .
17See Appendix I for an alphabetical list which has notes of comparison regarding
names and asana fonns to Iyengar's asanas and to the SRlTA TTVANIDHJ.
111Swami Vishnudevananda, The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga (New York: Harmony
Books, 1 960 & 1 988) .
19Rajayogacharya Bala-Brahmachari Shri Vyasade,ji Maharaj now Brahmarshi Shri
1 08 Swami Yogeshvarananda Sarasvatiji Maharaj, First Steps to Higher Yoga (India: Yog
Niketan Trust, 1 970) .
�see Appendix I I for an alphabetical list.
21 GHERAJ:li)ASAflt!HITA 1 1 . 1 says there are as many asanas as species of animals and
that Siva has enumerated 84,000 of them. 11.2 goes on to say that 84 are good amongst
those and that 32 of them have come to the world of men. GORAK5J4SATAKA 1 .6
mentions 84,000 of which 84 have been passed down and HA THAPRADiPIKA 1 .33 refers
to 84 asanas enumerated by Siva.
�see Appendix III.
2:'This is not the text that we know by this title today but a compilation of different
texts on yoga. This text has never been published and exists only in the Sarasvati Bhandar
Library. I t is not possible to determine whether it is earlier or later than the

SRiTAITVANIDHI.

211t does not appear to be in the list of sixty or so works attributed to Mummadi
Krishnaraja Wodeyar.
�'"'The Oriental Institute allowed me to take only four photographs in the yoga section
of the SlUTA TTVANIDHI in their possession.
21i'fhere is an alternative school of thought here which claims that the evolvement
of the yoga/saipkhya school ofthought reached its culmination in Vedanta; for a sample
of this see D.N. Sastri, A Critique ofIndian Realism (Agra: Agra University, 1 963) . Sankara
in BRAHMAS0TRAM2. 1 .3 allows the practices ofyoga exclusive of the dualistic ultimate
entities in that school thus not recognizing an evolution as such but indicating a parallel
development with other sastras.
27
2R

BRAHMASUTRAM 2 . 1 .3.
YOGASUTRAM 2.29.

:!!'T his is based on an interpretation of Patafljali's sfnra on the means of doing an
asana, namely, prayatnaiaithil)·iinantaJamiipattibhyiim (an asana is accomplished by slack
ening the effort and meditating on the eternal) . The principles of yogic movement are
discussed in my article in Namaskar, Vol. 4, No. 4 ( Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1 984)
and further in this text under the heading "The Asana Tradition".
!IO'fhe limbs of yoga in the hatha texts are discussed by Dr. S.A. Shukla in ..A Com
parative Study of the Five Hatha Texts (with Special Reference to the �tangas of
Patafljali Yoga) " in Yoga Mimamsa, Vol. X, No. 3 (Lonavla: Kaivalyadhama, 1 968) , pp. 1 934. See also The Yoga Upanisad.s, ed. Pt. A. Mahadev Sastri (Adyar: Adyar Library, 1 920
& 1968) . There, for 8 limbs see TRISIKHIBRAHMAJYOPANI$A T, DARSANOPANI.5AT,
MAJil)ALABRAllMAl'fOPANI$A T, YOGA TA ITVOPANI.5AT, MJYI)ILYOPANI.5A T, and
YOGACO/;JAMA/:JYUPANI$A T. For 6 limbs see AMSTANADOPANI$A T, KURIKOPAN/.5A T,
DHYANABIND (JPANI$A T and for 1 5 l imbs, see TEJABIND (JPANI$A T. See also
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DA ITAPCJRAlyAM, ed. Swami Vasudeva Sarasvati (Varanasi: Krishnadas Sanskrit Series
54, 1984) , 4.2.2f, "A$TiLyGA YOGA ITYEKE SAQANGA ITYAPARE".
:liAs mentioned, the condition of the body and mind brought about by them is
necessary for asanas. If asanas can be done directly without harm then the "restraints"
and "observances" no longer have any purpose. See Theos Bernhard for an implemen
tation of the purification practices which are more physical and appear to have sup
planted these.

32For reconstruction of the actual practices of pratJii:Jama in Pataiijali, see Swami
Kuvalayananda, "Prar:tayama in Yoga Siitras and Vyasa Bh�.. in Yoga· Mimamsa, Vol. VI,
No. I , 1 956, pp. 41-54; Vol. VI, No. 2, 1 956, pp. 1 29-145; Vol. VI, No. 3, 1 956, pp. 225257; "Prar:tayama in the Bhagavad Gita" in Yoga Mimamsa, Vol. VI, No. I , 1 956, pp. 6570; and "One More Siitra on Prar:tayama" in Yoga Mimamsa, Vol. VI, No. 2, pp. 1 46-1 53.

11 YOGASUTRAM, 3.4.
�•op. cit., p. 28.

:o..·'HA THA YOGA PRADiPIKA (Adyar: Adyar Library and Research Centre, 1972) ,

p. 52.

:��.; VASI$THA SAlrfHITA, ed. Swami Kuvalayananda and Swami Digambarji ( Lonavla:
Kaivalyadhama, 1 969) , chapter 5, verses 26 & 27.
:li'fhe reference to DA ITA TREYA in the text was not possible to trace with the library
facilities available · to me. This is an abbreviated title (it must be Dattatreyatantra,
Dattatreyascuphita or something sm;h) of a text that is considered minor and thus not
systematically collected and preserved.
:IWJ'he exact quote referred to has not been located in SKANDAPURAJiA. The same
meaning is found in KASIKHAJYI)A, verses 55 and 56. See Note 40.

:mpATANJALA YOGADARSANAM, ed. Srinarayanamisra (Varanasi: Bharatiya Vidya

Prakasan, 1 97 1 ) .

111 GARUJ)APURAJiA, 2 1 8.21 & 22, 227.24 (untraced) , and 227.25. Additional refer
ences to this are found in SKANDAPURA/iA, KASIKHAJYI)A 55, 56. See also 85 for
another interesting distinction.
110p. cit., p. 58.

12 YOGASUTRAM 2.47.
''See my article "The Memory Eye" in Journal ofIndian Philosophy, 14 ( 1 986) , pp. 1 952 1 3, which presents this theory as a means of understanding what the value or meaning
of the sastric learning systems could have been.
1 1See for an interesting aside, First Steps to Higher Yoga, p. 66 for asasana, as being the
root of the word from which the word "asana" is derived. There it is translated as "rest
or stay posture".
L'See Vasi�ta. DHANURVEDASA!yfHITA, ed. Gangavisnu Srikrsnadasa ( Bombay:
Venkatesvara Steam Press, Saka 1 848) .
II;Qp. cit.
liQp. cit.

IHBriggs, op. cit., p. 206. Theos Bernhard on p. 245 of his Heaven Lies Within describes
the rakrapuja performed at the end of his yoga training in which he drank bhangas part
of his experiences. This ties in directly with the above quote and the practices of con
temporary sadhus.
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'!ISee Kenneth G. Zysk, "Magic, Myth, Mysticism, Medicine" in Heinrich Zimmer, Ed.
M. Case (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 994) , pp. 95-6. See also his Asceticism
and Healing in Ancient India (New York and London: Oxford University Press, 1 990) .
Swami Kuvalayananda ran a yogic hospital in Lonavla starting in 1 920 and reported
much of his treatments which were connected with breathing practices in his YOGA
MIMAMSA journal over a number of years.
''00p. cit.
'11B.K.S. Iyengar's book is easily available. This exercise can be done easily to achieve
approximately the same figures mentioned here.
"2"fhis can easily be determined by the reader; see previous note.
'�'op. cit. See also Appendix I.
''1See Appendix IV.
,wrhe term "vinyiisa " is a term used (apart from its general usage and usage in
commentatorial style) in vedic ritual and refers to the subsidiary factors around a mantra
that are required to make the mantra effective. The term does not have any meaning
in yoga and appears to be used to imply some kind of vedic sanction to yoga practices.
The term is developed and used in MiMA.MsA. the ancient Indian school of scriptural
'
exegesis in which Krishnamacariar wao;; originally trained.
;16For prucimottiiniisana there are 1 6 vinytistrS as follows:
1 , 2 and 3 are the vinytistrS of uttiintisana (that is 1 is t&jtisana; 2 is uttiintisana, lift
head and concentrate on tip of nose, inhale and hold; 3 exhale and bend head to
knees, inhale)
4 is the 4th vinyiisa of raturangadm:uftisana (jumping back)
5 is the 4 th vinytisa of ftrdhvamukhruviintisana
6 is the 4th vinytisa of adhomukhruviintisana
7 having inhaled and held the breath,jump and bring the legs in between the hands
without allowing them to touch the floor and sit in line with the hands ( da1J4tisana)
then stretch the arms and hold the toes
8 straighten the legs
9 exhale and bring the head down and fon\'ard to the legs
1 0 lift the head
1 1 lift the whole body in dm:uftisana
12 caturangal)ar.uftisana
1 3 urdhvamukhaiviiniisana
1 4 adhomukha5viintisana
1 5 & 1 6 variations of uttiintisana
;,;I have not verified this by a recent examination of this extremely rare book in
Kannac,la but have taken the reference from his yoga teaching course as outlined in
Appendix VI.
i'IIIQp. cit.
;19B.K.S. Iyengar, Liglzt on Pranayama ( London: George Allen & Unwin, 1 981 ) , p. 1 0,
section 1 5.
lil'f.N. Krishnamacariar, YOGAMAKARAMJA (Mysore: Mysore Palace, 1 935) . ( I n

Ka n nada, 9 2 pictures, 1 44 pp. T o b e the first o ffour books on ARTHA, DHARMA,

and MO/($A.)

KA.\lA.
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'ii Jyengar has stated in my presence that Krishnamacariar had a Tibetan guru. This
would seem to be supported by the reference to the Gandaki river, found in Nepal.
However, I believe this refers to a river in Northern Kamataka on the Maharastra border
called the Gandaki and also referred to as the Guduk by Kinnani. Hayavadana Rao in
his History· of Mysorl!, Vol. I l l , p. 7 1 0 refers to the Gandaki.
fi:.!File F 1 89

-

Box 640, Sl. 2, Vol. 2.

''1Two books on yoga were published much later - more than 30 years later. They
are both written in Kannac.la. See Bibliography.
'"See Appendix VII for an alphabetical list of these asanas.
····op. cit., p. 1 21.
·�;For example, for ulllzitapiirivnkot)iisana he says, ..the intestines will get a good blood
supply and become strengthened. Pains in the abdomen, urinary infections, fevers and
other diseases will be cured. The muscles will get a good blood supply and be strength
ened. People with the disease paritJiimaiule (violent indigestion) will be cured if
they practise this with koTJiisan a twice every day for a month . " For tiryanmukh
aikapiidapairimottiiniisana he says that it prevents elephantiasis and removes the din
between the nerves. It gives you the power to nm and walk, cleans the piirivaniitji and
stops the legs from going to sleep by giving an even flow of blood. If ladies practise this
they will have an easy childbirth. They should practise it only before pregnancy as asanas
should be dropped during pregnancy and only praQayama practised.
,;;See note 36.

liXraturangadatJcfiisana should be held .. not less than 1 0 minutes"; urdhvamukha
wiiniisana not less than 1 5 minutes", p. 89.
..

'i'l'J'his bibliography is included here as it shows what sources Krishnamacariar con
siders authoritative and reveals his relation to tradition. The bibliography is a padded
academic bibliography with works referred to that have nothing to do with the tradition
that he is teaching in. He has included material on yogic practices from these academic
sources in his text without knowing an actual tradition of teaching connected with the
practice. For example, his recommendations for vajrolimudrii in his text can be cited
where he calls for a glass rod to be inserted into the urethra an inch at a time. His
recommendations show that he has most certainly not experimented with this himself
in the manner he recommends.

.1

HA THA YOGAPRADlPIKA, BRAHMA YA MILA , DHYANABIND 0PANI$A T,
RA]A YOGA RA TNA KA RA, A THAR VA !:JA RA HASYA, SA. f:Jl)IL YOPANI$A T,
YOGA SARA VAL/, PA TA. NJALA YOGADA RSANA, YOGAPHA LA PRADlPI KA ,
KAPILAS0TRA, YOGASIK.HOPANI$A T, RA VAf:/ANAQI, YOGA YA.]NA VALKYA,
YOGA KU!:Jl)ALINYOPANI$A T, BHAJRA VA KA LPA, GHERA f:Jl)A SA !yfHITA ,
AHIRBUDHNYASA!yiHITA, SRiTATTVANIDHI, NARADAPANCARATRASA!yiHJT.l
NADABIND(jpANI$A T, YOGA RA TNA KA RA f:/l)A, AM IJ.TA BIND 0PANI.5A T,
MANUNA.RA YANlYA, SA TIVA TASAMJ{ITA (?) , GARJJHOPANI$A T, RUDRA YAMIKA.
sOTASA!yiHITA
;"C.R. Venkatramaiah, A.(JDASWA.MYA VARU ( Mysore: 1941 ) .
;1T. Srin ivasa Rangacarya, !vWSORU J\1A/SIRI ( Mysore: 1933) . Se e Appendix VII for

translation .of the yoga section.

i:.!See Appendix VIII for a photograph of the yogaScila.
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fifteen kilometres from Mysore when they attacked the armies of Tipu
Sultan. Scaling walls with ropes and ladders would have been a necessary
part of the training of the troops.

CONCLUSIONS
There is a wealth of material that would enable us to begin putting to
gether a history of yoga. We cannot regard this history merely as an
academic history but must move into performance history or tradition
as it has been carried on by the practitioners of yoga - the students of
yoga who have made it a living tradition today.
If we are to look at the performance tradition, which by its very
nature is not oriented towards· texts, then we must look at asana practices.
Our sources for these are going to be texts that have either not been
uncovered or not regarded as important, the names of asanas and the
actual performance tradition.
A serious search for such texts has not been made. There are a
number of private libraries under the aegis of ascetic movements where
yoga was practised. No earnest investigation of these sources has been
made.
The names of asanas traced in this text do indicate a connection
between many different traditions. It seems that many asanas were com
mon to different schools possibly disseminated at such festivals as the
kumbhamela or by wandering ascetics who were in ·contact with one an
other and with the malhas and private individuals where they sometimes .
congregated. Tracing the names of the asanas has not been as valuable
a method as might be expected because of the promiscuous use of names.
But there does appear to be a means of grouping names that might prove
useful in indicating dates or periods when more material is available in
the future. At this point, it would only be possible to say that the names
of the asanas indicate that a process of amalgamation and borrowing has
been a constant feature in the yoga tradition corresponding with the
"r�formation " that went on in the short period that we are able to exam
ine historically and which has enabled us to question our sense of
"tradition".
In respect of ancient performance traditions, yogins were often in
attendance at the courts of the royal families in India. There has been
no. systematic attempt to use the various royal archives as a reference
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source to trace these traditions. Only these records and literary ones in
local languages are likely to exist.
When we look at "tradition" we must look at it with a fresh eye. An
example from music traditions was indicated. Dynamic tradition seems
to imply openness to change, rapid adaptation and experiment-sur
vival for other reasons than being "tradition". By natural selection, cer
tain aspects of tradition become prominent as a response to changing
environment and aspirations. In the case of the yoga asana tradition we
can see that it is a dynamic tradition that has drawn on many sources traditional yoga texts, indigenous exercises, western gymnastics, thera
peutics, and even perhaps the military training exercises of a foreign
dominating power. And that says nothing in regard to the ideologies that
make a culture or the ideologies of the foreign element to be assimilated.
These too are part of the processes of change, enrichment and loss.
Textual sources such as Pataiijali, the puraQ.as, the ha�ha yoga texts,
the SRlTATTVANIDHI and so on95 indicate that there is sufficient evi
dence to enable us to have some idea of the development of the yoga
tradition. Comparison to the evolvement in other Indian sastras enables
us to speculate that the yoga tradition would have refined itself to include
pr�ayama and asanas and asanas would be refined in terms of time
limits and precision. This proposed development pattern is confirmed
by textual tradition and practice tradition.
From Pataiijali 's YOGASOTRAM, the siitra explaining how asanas
were to be done was explained as a functional defmition. If we are to
attempt to understand the "inner moment" of a tradition we must then
look with the same eyes towards the critical moment of function. There
is no possibility of an external observer. Modem students of yoga have
treated asanas symbolically, expecting some "mystical" result to occur
from taking that position. The tendency of most students of yoga has
been to follow a linear tradition instead of a dynamic tradition. It seems
to me that lineal traditions are oriented towards accumulation and that
dynamic traditions are vitally initiated by introspection. If evaluation had
to be made on the evidence available, then it would be possible to say that
the SRiTATTVANIDHiindicates an attempt to synthesize an asana tradi
tion from various sources, that Krishnamacariar was creatively putting an
asana series together from his sources but treating them symbolically;
Pattabhi Jois followed the linear tradition with only minor improvisa
tions, still treating asanas symbolically; and that Iyengar changed the
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perspective, re-arranged the series, treated the asanas dynamically with
his attention on precision thus returning to the theme idea, namely, a
functional perspective on asanas - the perspective which brings us back
to Pataiijali, back to the real essence of dynamic tradition. This is a per
spective which would allow a tradition to evolve, to be creative; indeed,
to survive.
That perspective is, indeed, an old message. It is the teaching of
revelational knowledge, the only form of knowledge that allows us to
transcend our own limitations. It does not teach an object content but
a method of learning, a guide to correct thinking. In the case of yoga,
it teaches that as a physical response. In fact, the yoga asanas seem to be
such powerful forms of physical response that they have survived and
prospered even through enormous folly. This teaching is well known
through the Bhagavad Gita exhortation to renounce results for the means.
What about the historical origins of some of the asanas - for ex
ample the vipantacakrii.sana which appears to have no basis in yoga but
has been taken from gymnastics? From the yogic perspective of func
tional definition, nothing has the right to be called an asana in itself.
Someone doing a traditionally accepted asana can be doing it in the way
a weight-lifter-specifically a "muscle-contractor" would do it, or they
may do it symbolically expecting some spiritual advantage to come from
them taking that particular form. Neither comes under the scope of the
definition - effort, letting go, balance and transcendence. The gymnas
tic-origin movement is done differently by a gymnast and differently by
a student of yoga who has worked with his body (his conscious and un
conscious) movement muscular patterns. And the asana lUTJ/hiisana, 22
in the SRirATIVANIDH/, must also be taken into account. It is possible
that its source is not gymnastics but an older yoga tradition.
Who gains access to tradition in this fashion? Students of various
gurus often do not have their guru's understanding but proceed in jeal
ous lineage from him. A similar situation occurs in other Indian disci
plines. A teacher with understanding appears rarely. When they do ap
pear they treat tradition dynamically; often they are accused of dis
respect for tradition, but they really continue the tradition by participat
ing in it creatively. There is an oral verse in Sanskrit that describes the
situation:

vidyiiniim iva ve�iiniim mukha1fl kair kair na cumbitam
hrdayagriihir.tiis tasii1[l dvitriil} santi vii na vii
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Who indeed has not kissed the mouth of prostitutes? (as who has not
made a beginning in the study of the sastras or metaphysical philoso
phies) But the person who grasps the heart of these - are there two
people, or perhaps three (in this world) ? (Here philosophies really
means the metaphysical knowledge traditions of which yoga is one.)
Notes
1A number of manuscript copies of the SIYTA T11'ANIDH/ exist as well as a number
oflithographs (unseen by me) . Venkateshvara Steam Press published an edition without
the illustrations and there may be other printed editions as well.
james Haughton Woods, The Yoga-Philosoph)' ofPataiijali, Han·ard Oriental Series 1 7
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1 9 1 4, 1 972) .
:!"Bengali Baba, Patanjala Yoga Sfllrn (Kapurthala: Sham Sunder Mulkraj Purl, 1 943) .
:\Swami Hariharananda Arar:tya, The Yoga Philosophy of Pataizjali (Calcutta: University
of Calcutta, 1 963) .
'See A.B. Keith, A Histary of the Sii �nkh)'a S)•stem ( New Delhi: Nag Publishers, 1 975) ,
pp. 69-74. Junjiru Takakusu, "Sii,kh)'a Kiirikii: Edudiee a la lumiere de sa version chinoise"
in Bulletin de l'Ecole Jrancaise d'Extreme-Orient W (Hanoi: 1 904) , pp. 1-65, 978-1064. M .
Hiriyan na, "S�Iitantra and Var�agal))'a "in]ournal of Oriental Research, III ( Madras, 1 929) ,
pp. 1 07-1 1 2. F.O Schrader, "Das S�fitantrn " in Zeit.'ichrift fur deutsche morgenlandi.'ir.hen
Gesell'ichaft ( Leipzig: 1 9 1 4) , pp. 1 01 -1 1 0. This list is not complete.
·;Op. cit.
"P.K. Gode, Studies in Indian Litera'l)' HistO'I)', I, p. 379. Svaunarama, HA THAPRADlPIKA,
ed. Swami Digambarji and Pandit Raghunath Sastri Kokaje ( Lonavla: Kaivalyadhama,
1 970) , pp. 7 and 8. GHERAlil)A SA!yfHITA, ed. Swami Digambarji and M.L. Gharote
( Lonavla: Kaivalyadhama, 1 978) , pp. xv and xvi.
;Op. cit. Note 6.
11Srischandra Basu, SHIVASA.J}'fHITA (Calcutta: Heeralal Dhole, 1 893) . Shivasmphitii
( Bareilly: Samskrti Samsthana, 1 974) .
!lOp. cit. Note 6.

1" "GORAK$ASATAKA" in YOGA .MIMAMSA, vii, 1 , pp. 65 to 70 and VII , 4, pp. 23 to
78, ed. Swami Kuvalayananda and S.A. Shukla ( Lonavla: Kaivalyadhama, 1 957) .
1 1 See his books, Swami Kuvalayananda, ASANAS ( Lonavla: Kaivalyadhama, 1 933) .
The spiritual lineage, the history of the Lonavla school of yoga, and a record of the
particular contributions they have made to practice traditions of yoga are well docu
mented in its journal the YOGA MIMAMSA referred to earlier.
1 :!G.W. Briggs, Gorakhnath and the Kanphata Yogis ( Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1 973) ,

p. I , regarding the Nathas refers to "their traditional practice of Hatha Yoga". Pages 252257 give a list of literature much of which is common to Natha literature and HaP1a Yoga
literature. HA THAPRADiPJKA, Verse 4 pays homage to the Natha preceptors.
DTheos Bernhard, Ha{ha Yoga ( London: Rider and Co., 1 968) .
1 1Sh·ananda Sarasvati, YOGACINTAMA1Yf, ed. Haridasa Vidyavagisa ( Calcutta: Orien
tal Press, 1 927) .
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WA YA.NfA DlPIKA (Banga1ore: Caxton Press, 1 896) .

; 'Op. cit., p. 3.
;�·op. cit., p. 1 6.
;,;\'.P. Varadarajan , MALLA YUDHA (Bangalore: Padmanabhan Printers, 1 967, 1 980) .
;;The book opens with: ..A sound mind in a sound body" is a maxim the tmth of which

h as heen recognized by all nations ancient and modern.

;"See photograph, Appendix VII.
�·see photograph, Appendix VII.
�•see photograph, Appendix VII.
"1See notes on asana 32 in the SRlTA 7TVANIDH/ text.
"'!See photograph, Appendix VII.
s::see photograph, Appendix VII.
" 'See Appendix VII.
"·· ee j .T.F.Jordens, Da)'ananda Sa rasvati, His Life an d /deas ( Delhi: Oxford University
Press. 1 978) and Autobiography of Da)'ananda Sarasvati, ed. K.C. Yadav (Ajmer: 1 946) .

s

�;MALLAPVMYA, ed. Bhogilal Jayachandbhai Sandesara and Ramanlal Nagarji
Mc:hta, Gaekwad Oriental Series No. 1 44 ( Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1 964) .
s;B. Srin ivas Jetty, "The Jetty Community of South India and its Migration from
Modhera" in journal of the lvlythir Society, Vol. 50, No. 2, 1 960.
""See photograph, Appendix VIII from Krishnamacariar's yogasala.
"�'p. 34, verses 1 6-2 1 :

n;'i{iidaiaprakiire�la siral)puroa/wmiisanam
ugriisanmp ca pratllamam. paiciidiisanamapyatha
madhyiisanmp tatllaiviinyat silphiisanam.api�ate
kiinniisanamapi sn��tham darduriisanamucyate
KfljiisanaJ?l samuddi�fam latordhviisanamUC)'ale
.�iriisana�n tu vijtieymp ka�iisana1fl alai) param
griviisanaT{l ·ca paramam bhujiisanamihocyate
dr,ibhujiisanamapyatra kukkutiisanamuttamalfl
fJiw�mguptiimnam caiva garutjiisanaJ?l eva ca
rulmii.m namityevam kathitmp daiasaptadhii
l•'.\i,�wi.mna, the headstand, is not referred to in older texts on yoga. Most interesting
is the reference to it in the MALLAPURA/iA text quoted in the pre,•ious note. A
vipmita/mra�li, an inversion that is later illustrated as an inversion but not a headstand
is referred to in the HA THAPRADlPIKA, Ill, 78-80. Headstands are found in erotic
..;culpw rc:· on temples from early dates; as early as the l Oth century in Bengal.
!'1 T.< �. Kalaghatgi, "Yoga in Jainism and Virasaivism" in journal of Kamatak University,

H (2) , Hl64, pp. 1 -1 2.

!r�St·t· Appendix X for an article that appeared in the December 3 1 , 1 989 Times of
I ndia in Bombay. See also WA YA.NIA JNANAKO$A, Khal)c.la 3, 1 936 for an extended
exposit ion of the practices of mallakhambh.
lr.'See Appendix X for the photograph showing the yogasala.
l''Thc m.las that I have seen are very large, could not be thrown by a man and would
ne\·er pt·rmit it unless beaten or dead. This popular implausible legend seems to me to
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be practically suspect. I could understand a rope being tied to an uc;la that was held down
which then ran up the wall as an adventurous stroke of luck. I have heard the legend
as noted in the context of three different forts.
!l;.A small Natha yoga text with eighty-four asanas is in my possession, NA VANA THA.
C..AURASJSUJDHA BALASUNDARI YOGAiWA YA (Pune: Akhila Bharatavarsiya Yogapracalini
Mahasabha, Saka 1 890) . This is a copy from an older text which appears to be from
Jodhpur. I applied for grants to search the private libraries and palace records of India
where yoga may have been patronized but was not selected for this. These records, if they
exist, are not easily obtainable and will most likely disappear entirely in the next few
years.

TRANSLATION OF THE
sRiTATTVANIDmTEXT
AsANAS FROM THE BACK
1 . Lie down on the back. Place either foot behind the head. Take the
toes with the opposite hand and stretch the other hand and foot out.
This is anantiisana, the asana of the endless.
Notes: The word "ananta" is also the name of the legendary cosmic serpent.

The word is used in Patafijali ' s sftt.ra 2.47 in descriptive reference to asanas.
Vyasa states anrmte vii samiipanna'lfl cittam iisanam nivarta)'ali, the mind, engrossed
in

mumta, completes the asana.

Vacaspati says it refers to the cosmic serpent as

a "steady" object of meditation. Vijfiana Bhik�u gives this interpretation and the
alternative interpretation , namely, the endless or the inconceivable object
( ad r�ta ) .

Iyengar h as an anantiisan a that is not l i ke the il l ustration in th is text.
This asana appears to be like Iyengar's suptapiidiiitguj{hiisana and his blzairaviisana.
It is slightly differen t from both .

2. Having made the body like a corpse, keep the knees together and
bring them up to the navel. Wrap the arms around the .n eck and rock
back and forth. This is uttaniisana, facing-up asana.
Notes: Iyengar has an ulliiniisana which is quite differen t from this. He has
nothing taking this form .

3. Lie on the back. Place one leg behind the head. Place the hand from
the opposite side at the base of the ear. Place the elbow of the same side
(as the bent leg) on the floor and straighten the arm and the leg. · This
is aitkusiisana, the elephant goad.
Notes: This form is identical to bhairaviisana in Iyengar. The name does not
ocqtr in Iyengar.

4. Lie on the back. Place the two elbows on the ground and the hands
on the buttocks. Lift the head, thighs, calves and feet. This is naukiisana,
the boat.
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Notes: This asana does occur in Iyengar and has the same form . The name there
is

niiviisana which

means "the boat" as well.

5. Lying on the back, place the palms of the hands and the soles of the
feet on the floor. Then raise up the middle portion of the body. This
is paryankiisana, the couch.
Notes: Iyengar has a

paryankiisana which

has a similar idea of raising the mid

portion of the back from the floor. However the feet are in

padmasana position

and the arms are folded behind the head so that the elbows and forearms form
the base at the front. The positions described and illustrated here would be

dhanuriisana in

Iyengar.

6. From vetriisana (9) , withdraw the hands and feet and bring them
upwards. Allow the spine to come to the floor. This is kandukiisana, the
ball.
Notes: This asana name is not found in Iyengar nor is the position. However,
this is a position known to Iyengar and used to close the back after backbends.
It is known in many other yoga schools as well and is perhaps a natural relief
giving movement that is popular in general.

7. Like naukiisana ( 4) but on one side, place the neck, shoulders and
elbows on the ground and the feet in the air like the head. This is
dhvajiisana, the banner.
Notes: This name is not found in Iyengar but the position in the illustration is

sarviingiisana variation piirivasarviingiisana. This could
viparitakara�zi referred to in the HA THAPRADlPIKA..
naukiisana here appears incongruous. There are other

somewhat similar to his

also be compared to the
The text referring to

instances where the text and the illustration are not entirely consistent. Instead
of assuming that the text has been created by someone who does not know quite
what they were saying, it would probably be more accurate to assume that the
text has become corrupt while being passed down. This would support the idea
of an older source.

8. Place the neck and head on the ground and lift the feet off the
ground. This is narakasana, the asana of hell.
Notes: This name does not occur in Iyengar. This type of headstand, deter
mined by the position of the hands, is used in his balancing series. See Intro
duction, note

81

and notes on

kapiiliisana (31 ) .

From paryankiisana (5) , bring the hands and feet together. This
becomes vetriisana, the reed.

9.
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Notes: This asana name or form is not found in Iyengar. This is a common
gentle stretching movement however that is generally known by people who
work on exercise systems that originate from the floor.

1 0. Lie on the back. Place the soles of the feet on the ground and stand
up. This is vrkasana, the wolf.
Notes: Unknown in Iyengar and seemingly physically impossible. See note on
asana

7.

It is possible that the artists are illustrating the text without knowledge

of the asana tradition .

1 1 . Lie on the back keeping the legs together and stretched out. Keep
the buttocks on the ground and place the hands on the neck. Then
remain and perform kumbhaka (retention of breath) . This is parighiisana,
the iron doorlock.
Notes: The name

parighiisana is found

in Iyengar but the form of the asana is

different. This asana is not found. The instructions to perform retention of
breath would be inimical to the Iyengar system but not necessarily with the
system of Krishnamacariar.

AsANAS FROM THE FRONT
1 2 . Lie on the stomach keeping the navel on the ground. Support the
body with the two hands like posts and then whistle. This is sarpiisana,
the serpeq t.

bhujangiisana in Iyengar which means the same thing.
GHERA!YI)ASA!y1HITA II, 42 & 43.

Notes: This asana is called
It is described in

1 3. Lie on the stomach. Place the toes and the palms of the hands on
the floor, raise the buttocks and let the head hang down between the
arms, the nose on the ground where the navel was originally. Bring the
nose forward as far as the palms of the hands. This should be repeated
again and again. This is gajiisana, the elephant.
Notes:

This asana name is not found in Iyengar.

However the form is

adhomukhaiviiniisana. This name and a form consistent with this is found in Fir.fit
Steps to Higher Yoga. The name gajiisana is also found in the list of 1 7 asanas found
in the MALLAPURA/'fA, see Introduction, note 80. The ideas of repetitive
movement in the asana in this and subsequent asanas are consistent with the
system taught by Krishnamacariar.

1 4.

Lie face down. Bring the two elbows up by the sides and place the
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palms of the hands on the ground. Raise the body up again and again.
This is matsyasana, the fish.
Notes: This asana name is known in Iyengar and in the

11.2 1 .

GHERA!'fl)ASAMHITA

The asana form in both of these texts is similar and the form illustrated

here is different.

15. In the gajasana ( 1 3) position, he should bring his head again and
again towards the right and left armpit. This is tara�asana, the hyena.
16. Lie on the back. Place the elbows on the navel. Then stretch each
hand up within a thumb's breadth from the nose lifting the hips up with
that movement. This is para.Svadhasana, the axe.

1 7. From narakasana (8) , bring the feet down to the floor at the level
of the nose and stretch the two hands together on the floor from the
neck. This is liingalasana, the plough.
Notes: This name is not known in Iyengar but the form is the same
and

"hala" also

as

haliisana

means plough.

1 8. With each leg contracted in turn , he should do gajasana ( 1 3) . This
is rk�asana, the bear.
Notes: This name is not known in Iyengar nor is the form. This however appears
to be the same form

as

sii:ryanamasluira series or
candranamaskarasana series. Present legend

part of the movements in the

those that are sometimes called the

has it that yogis learned this position from watching a tiger stretch in the morn
ing.

19. Lie on the back. Bring the knees up to the chest wrapping the arms
around the thighs and the calves. Then roll to the left and the right. This
is d�adasana, the stone.
20. Lie on the back. Throw the feet over the head and place them on
the floor such that the body becomes face down. Then this should be
repeated from the face-down position. This is lur;tthasana, the rolling
asana.
Notes: This name is not known. As a descriptive name here it does not quite
fit as the movement appears to be a jumping movemen t rather than a rolling
move m e n t.

Coul d this be take n as a refe re n c e to the asana form i n

vipmitarakriisana illustrated in the WA YAMADiPIIG4 i n Appendix VI I and found

in Iyengar. See also the "Conclusions" section of the Introduction for reflec
tions on this asana.
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2 1 . Lie on the back. Place the soles of the feet and the elbows on the
ground and lift the buttocks up. This is trikutasana, the asana of the three
peaks.

22. While standing, touch each buttock by lifting the heel to that re
peatedly. This is

sankvasana,

the arrow.

23. From riijasana position , bring each leg forward and rotate it. This
is rathasana, the chariot.
Notes: The start position,

rathiisana is

riijiisana,

is not explained in the text.

The name

unknown . This type of movemen t is often taught in the Okiyoga

schools in Japan where repetitive rotations of joints are taught.
born in a samurai family and received training in zen .

Okiyoga was

He learned yoga and

meditation from Otama Bhikku of Burma. Subsequently he travelled in China,
Tibet and India and claims to have learned yoga again under Mahatma Gandhi.
His yoga teachings are influenced by his learnings in traditional medicines, yoga
disciplines, martial arts and zen .

24. Standing in gajasana ( 1 3) , bend the knees again and again. This
becomes saiasana, the hom.
Notes: Name and form unknown. This appears to be a variation of kneebends
which .would likely belong to the wrestler's exercise routines or the indigenous
exercise system. See text of introduction for an outline of these and references.

25. Standing in gajasana ( 1 3) , throw the legs in the air and touch the
ground with the head. This is ajasana, the goat.
Notes: This name is unknown.
called

adhomukha�iisana in

This appears to be a handstand movement,

Iyengar. The movemen t is not repetitive there.

26. Place the hands and the forearms up to the elbow on the ground.
Draw the knees up to the navel and remain in that position. This is
ciitakasana, the sparrow.
Place the hands and forearms as in catakasana (26) . Touch the ears
with the knees and hold the arms with the thighs. This is kiikasana, the
crow.

27.

kiikiisana is not found in
bakiisana in Iyengar or as a form

Notes: The name

Iyengar. But this asana looks very

bakiisana where
First Steps to Higher Yoga
in this form and called kiikasana. See however bakiisana (30) below. Kiikiisana
is referred to in the MALLAPURA/yA list of asanas, introduction note 80.
much like

that develops into

the body is lifted off the ground. This asana is found in
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28. Place the feet in padmasana (79) , the lotus. Place the hands on the
floor and· Hft the feet upwards in padmasana. This is bharadvajasana, the
crow pheasant.
Notes:

Bhiiradviija is

the name of the bird, the crow pheasant, whose sight is

considered auspicious. Bharadvaja was also the fathe r of Drm:1a, the guru of
Arjuna and preceptor in mil itary strategy of both the Kauravas and the PaQ(iavas.
The asana shown in the illustration is completely different from what Iyengar
shows under that name. The asana as shown is closer to

padmamayuriisana.

In

fact, the asana as illustrated would be physically impossible.

29. Take the kakasana (27) position. Keep the thighs and calves to
gether and raise the back end up. This is tittiryasana, the red-wattled
lapwing.
Notes: This name is not found in Iyengar. The asana form appears somewhat

I ike ga7JQ,abheru 7Jqiisana.

30. Place the hands on the ground. Draw the knees in towards the navel
holding the thighs and calves up. This is bakasana, the heron.
Notes: This asana name occurs in Iyengar and the fonn is identical . See notes
also on

kiikasana (27) .

3 1 . Place the head on the ground. Raise the feet up. This is the head
stand, kapalasana.
Notes:

The name

kapiiliisana is not found in Iyengar but kapiiliisana means
Si�iisana in Iyengar. See narakasana (8) for further notes

headstand. It is called

regarding this asana. This asana is considered to be almost the centre of pre
modem yoga representing the reversal of the body, the reversal of the body
processes through the inversion. Modem yoga practices regard inversions with
suspicion; Arthur Kilmurray,

Yoga Jouma�

November, December

speaks of "the recent backlash against inversions . . . ".

1 983,

p.

24

Interestingly enough ,

sira�tiisana is referred to in the MALLAPURA}fA list, Introduction, note 80. See
The Inverted Pose (Vipantakara7Ji Mudra) according to the
Sanskrit Texts (Durham : Yoga Research Centre) .

also George Feuerstein,

32. Place the palms of the hand on the ground. Place the elbows on
the navel and hold the body up. This is mayurasana, the peacock.
Notes: Name and form are the same in Iyengar.
to this and

HA THAPRADlPIKA I.31

refers

GHERAJYI)ASAi'fiHITA 11.30.

33. Place the feet on the thighs, each foot on the opposite side. Cross
the hands behind the back and take hold of the toes. This is
'

-
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34. Do saralasana face downwards. Place the feet on the ground and
stand up. This is kha4giisana, the sword.
Notes: The base asana,

saraliisana,

is not mentioned in the text.

35. Take the arghyiisana position. Place the palms of the hands on the
ground. This is cakriisama, the wheel.
Notes: The base asana,

arghyiisana,

Iyengar does not have a

vipmitacakriisana

is not explained in the text.

cakriisana

in his series.

However he does have a

referred to in the Introduction which name would seem to

cakriisana originally from which the qualifi
cakriisana, would come from. The form of this asana is
considered a variant of V[Scikiisana by Iyengar. Visnudevananda calls this, Iyengar's
urdhvadhanuriisaua, cakriismza. Fi1-st Steps to Higher Yoga has an asana called
cakriisana which is the same as Iyengar's triangmuklwttiiniisana.
imply that there must have been a
cation, the backward

36. Take the padmasana (79) position. Place the arms between the
thighs and the legs onto the floor. This is kukku{iisana, the rooster.
Notes: The name and form of this are the same in Iyengar and it is well known

MALLAPURA!yA list, Introduction,
HA THAPRADIPIKA 1.23 and GHERA!Yl)ASA1�1.HITA

in many books on yoga. This is found in the

80,
11.3 1 .

note

and it is found in

37. Place the knees together o n the ground. Stand upright o n them
and clasp the arm with the opposite hands. This is viinariisana, the
monkey.
38. Take the position of vipantanrtyiisana (90) . Touch the nose on the
ground and bring it up again. This is iyeniisana, the hawk.
39. Place the ankle of the other foot at the base of the thigh and the
same knee on the heel. Bring the hands together. This is ganuj,iisana,
the eagle.

First Steps
1 /igher Yoga. The name is found in the MALLAPUMlyA list, Introduction,
, , , , , , �0. GHERA!YI)ASAi}'IHITA 11.37 uses this name but has an entirely d ifferent

Notes: This name and a comparable form is found in Iyengar and in
lu

.

;-, ,; � 1 1 ; 1

shown .

..J:U. Place the elbows on the ground. Hold the chin with the hands. This
is .\ itliisana, the spike.
Not t's: This name is unknown in Iyengar but the asana form is
Iyl' ngar.

sa_wmiisana in
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41 . Grasp the soles of the feet with the palms of the hands and then
walk. This is padukasana, the sandal asana.
�otes: This name is not found in Iyengar.

piidahastiismw.

The asana form is found as

In th is asana in Iyengar there is no tradition of walking. Walking

in these positions is a common feature of the wrestler's and indigenous

V)'ii)•iima

exercise systems.

42. Lie on the stomach and place the hands by the hips. Stretch the
legs back together and wriggle fotward like a snake. This is sarpasana, the
snake.
Notes: This name is not known in Iyengar but there is an <isana with a name of
the same meaning, namely,

bhujangiisana.

iHALLAPURANA as bhujiisana,
also found in

This may be referred to in the

that being from a corrupt text.

GHERAJYI)ASA}f!HITA 11.42.

Bhujangiisana is

The form as shown here is not found

in Iyengar and other places.

43. Twine the legs together and place them on the floor. Sit on them
with the thighs and then the buttocks. This is paroatasana, the mountain.

paruatiisana is
First Steps to Higher Yoga. These are

Notes: This asana name is not known in Iyengar.
found in Visnudevananda's book and in
similar to

gomk�iisana in

However, a

Iyengar and to the form shown here.

44.

Place the hands on the ground and the knees on the shoulders.
Raise the ankles and the thighs. This is maliisana, the garland.
Notes: This name is found in Iyengar but the asana is different. The asana form

is the same as

ti!libhiisana in

Iyengar.

45. Take the kukkufasana (36) position. Bring the thighs to the shoul
ders. This is ha1{1Sasana, the goose.
Notes: The name is found in Iyengar but the asana illustrated is different. This
asana form is called

kukkutiisana in

Iyengar.

46. Push the shoulder up as high as the head. This is
two head asana.

dviiir�asana, the

4 7. Place the feet on the ground. Place both knees by the chest and
the hands backward binding the thighs together with the ankles. This is
piisiisana, the noose.
Notes: This name is found in Iyengar and an asana, more difficult than what
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is indicated here but similar, is shown in Iyengar.

48.

Place each foot in the armpit. This is

ucchir�akasana,

the cushion.

Notes: This name is not found in Iyengar. The asana form could be compared
to

yogadmpjiisana found

there.

49 Take kukkutasana (36) position. Ascend a rope with the two hands.
This is u77Janahhyasana, the spider web.
Notes: Name and form not found in Iyengar. See In troduction for information
on the "rope" asanas and Appendix VII I for a photograph of the yogasala in
Mysore with ropes.

50. Place the soles of the feet flat on the floor. Place the elbows between
the knees and grasp the ankles with the hands. This is grahasana, the
planet.
5 1 . Place one foot on the ground. Bring the buttocks to the level of the
knee. The second foot should be placed on the knee. This is vimaliisana,
the asana of purity.
52.

Place the chin on the navel. This is

kuhjasana,

the humpback.

STANDING AsANAS
53. Bring the heels together. Lower the buttocks to the level of the
knees. This is utp'itjasana, the press.
54. Stand on the toes and stretch the arms in the air. This is
the camel.

u�{rasana,

Notes: This name is found in Iyengar but a different asana is given under the
name. The form of this asana is not found.

55. Stand on the foot with the other raised. This is
asana of the fierce dance of Siva.

la7J-4avasana,

the

56. Hold the tip of one foot and keep that leg stiff and straight. Stand
on the other leg and rotate quickly. This is dhruvasana, the pole star.
Notes:

This name is not found in Iyengar but the forf!l is illustrated under

uttlzitahastapiidiiilgu�!hiisnnn.

57. Keep the feet flat on the floor. Bring the hands down backwards
as far as the knees. This is kapotasana, the pigeon.
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Notes: The name is found in Iyengar but a different asana is illustrated. This

asana form is not found in Iyengar.

58. Place the right ankle on the left backside and the left on the right
backside. This is dhenukiisana, the cow.
59.

Place one foot on one thigh and sit on the other normally. This is
svastikiisana, the auspicious.

Notes: These "meditation " asanas are commonly referred to in most of the yoga
texts with variations.

60. Hold the top of a rope with the toes and the lower part with the
hands ascending (upside down) . This is troajalukiisana, the caterpillar.
61 . Stand up straight. Raise the arms again and again. This is mflsaliisana,
the pestle.
62. Place one foot on the neck and stand up. This is trivikramiisana, the
asana of the three steps of Vishnu.
Notes: This name is found in Iyengar but the asana illustrated is called dfoviisana.

63. Take hold of a rope with two hands and bring the feet through the
hands above the head and onto the floor again and again. This is
paro�'T)yiisana, the cockroach.
64. Place the left ankle on the right knee and the right ankle on the left
knee. Do the sacrificial altar reversal. Place the eyes between the eye
brows. This is yogiisana.
Notes: The name is not found in Iyengar but a yogamudrii, technically not an

asana, similar to this is commonly known. The yogamudrii position is a padmiisann
leg position and incorporates movements of the upper body and breathing

restrictions.

It might be considered, then, that it belongs to the same asana

family as this and thus related to or derived from this.

65.

Support the body on a rope running under the navel. This is
da'T)tf,iisana, the stick.
Notes: This form ( with the rope) is not found but there is an asana called

da�ujiisrma in Iyengar that is different from this. There are many variations of
the dn�l(liisrmn and the one where the body is held in the same position is called

calu m il gadn 1J (Iiisrma. The V)'ii)•iima exercises h ave a series involving t h e

SU 1)'fl1Ulmaskiim movements ( one o f which i s similar t o this ) that i s popularly
called the da1JcJa exercises.
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66. Place the elbows and knees on the ground, the hands on the head
and the heels on the buttocks. This is variihasana, the boar.
67. Open the closed fists between the thighs and knees and take hold
· of a rope with them. Hold a weight in the teeth and ascend the rope.
This is krauiiciisana, the crane.
Notes: This name is found in Iyengar but a different asana is illustrated then·.

68. Press the perineum with one heel and the penis with the other. Th i"
is vajrasana, the diamond.
Notes: Suptavajrasana is found in Iyengar but the base vajrasana is not. Tlw"c.'
meditation asanas are referred to in many texts and the descriptions vary some
what. It appears that vajrasana refers to the position where the legs are folded
back and sat on or between. Iyengar seems to call this position tiirasana and his
book is not entirely clear as there are contrary indications when the variation '
are considered. For example, his suptavajriisana really appears to be a variatit 1 1 1
of mals)'iisana. Even though h e has the virasana series as above, h e has a
laghuvajriisana which does adopt the leg position and would awaken the expec
tation of a basic vajrasana. YOGA-MIMAMSA 111.2, p. 1 35 states: "The name
Vajriismw is often used for Siddhiisana..."When we remember the meaning of the
word Vajm in Yogic literature and also take into consideration that in Siddhii.lj(wa
one of the heels is set at the root of the penis, we can understand why
. . . ( siddhiisa na) . . . i s a l so cal l e d Vajriisa n a. " Vajriisa na i s described i n
GHERA!fl)ASA!yfHITA 11. 12 as having feet on either side of the buttocks. In
YOGAKU!il)AUNYUPANI$A T the variation with a heel under the penis is de
scribed. According to HA THAPRADiPIKA it is another name for siddhri.wma.

69. Jumping up, kick the buttocks with the heels. This is hari�liisa na.
the deer.
70.

Lie down on the floor like a corpse. This is savasana.

Notes: Name and form the same in Iyengar and most yoga schools including

HA THAPRADiPIKA 1 .32.
7 1 . Grasp a rope with the hands and then place the feet on them . This
is sukiisana, the parrot.
Notes: This name is found in First Steps to Higher Yoga but a different asana is
illustrated.

72. Grabbing a rope with one hand, ascend. This is vrntiisa na, the
caterpillar.
73.

Put the little fingers on the ground and place the feet on top of
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Move the body like a horse. This is aivasiidhanasana, the horse

74. Stretch the two legs to the side. This is
with the legs outstretched.

uttiinapadasana,

the asana

Notes: This name is not found in Iyengar but the asana form is called samako7J.iisana
there. This name is found in First Steps to Higher Yoga but a different asana is
illustrated.

75. Place the right hand on the righ t knee and the left hand on the left
knee. Do the saccid mudra. Keep the eyes half closed. This is sukhasana,
the asana of happiness.
76. Place the left ankle on the right side of the perineum and the right
ankle on the left side. Place the hands with extended fingers on the
knees and gaze at the tip of the nose with the mouth open. This is
si'l{lhiisana, the lion.
Notes: This name occurs in Iyengar but a different asana is shown under that
name. HA THAPRADlPIKA 11.50-52 and GHERA}:ll)A SA}rtHITA 11. 1 4 & 15 de
scribe a si7[lhiisana almost identical to this. First Steps to Higher Yoga hali a similar
asana. The name is found in the MALLAPURAl'fA list, Introduction , note 1 80.
.

77. Place the left ankle on the right side of the perineum and the right
on the left side of the perineum. Hold the sides of the feet firmly with
the two hands. This is bhadrasana, the fortunate asana.
Notes: HA THAPRADlPIKA 1.53 & 54 and GHERAJtfi)ASA}rtHITA Il.9 & 10.

78. Place one foot on the thigh and the other foot on the other thigh.
This is Viriisana, the asana of the hero.
Notes: See notes on vajriisana (68) above.

79. Put the right leg over the left thigh and the left leg over the right
thigh. Cross the hands inversely and take hold of the big toe firmly. Place
the chin firmly on the chest and look at the tip of the nose. This is
padmnsana, the lotus.
�otes: This asana is listed in many places.

80. Place the left ankle below the penis and the right above it. Maintain
balance and look at the space between the eyebrows. This is siddhasana,
the asana of accomplishment.
::'\otes: As abm·e.
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ADDmONAL AsANAS
81. Lie on the back. Place the hands together behind the neck. Keep
the elbows together and the buttocks on the ground. Stretch one leg out
and rotate the other to the left and the right. This is 1J'T$apada!eyepasana,
kicking the bull-foot.
82. Take the position of svottiiniisana (the upside-down dog) . Touch
the ears with the knees one by one. This is lbe upside-down cat,

mii1jiirottiiniisana.
Notes: The base asana, svottiiniisana, is not found in the text.

83. Lie on the back. Put the turned up hands on the feet and raise the
back side up. This is kiimapzthasana, the seat of love.
Notes: This name is not known. The form is not usually regarded as an asana
but it is a common stretching position known to many practitioners of yoga.

84.

Having taken the position of naukiisana ( 4) , bring the tips of the
This is the horizontal boat, tiryannaukiisana.

feet upwards.

Notes: The form is similar to viparitakarar:ti. See notes on narakiisana (8) above.

85. Place the feet in padmiisana (79) , and push the hands between the
thighs and the knees and hold the neck. This is uttiinakurmasana, the
tortoise on his back.
N o tes:
Sam e form a n d n a m e in HA THAPRADiPIKA 1 . 2 4 a n d
GHERAJYl)A SA /y[HITA 11.33. The same asana i n a n upright position i s found
in First Steps to Higher Yoga. This upright position is called garbhapir:ttJiisana in
Iyengar.

86. Place the calves on the floor, then bring the calves and the thighs
( the belly of the leg) together and lift the backbone again and again.
This is viratiisana, the asana of the end.
87. Take gajiisana ( 1 3) position. Strike the floor with each arm. This
is the ram, me$iisana.
Notes: This type of practice is reminiscent of the exercises in the wrestler's
system.

88. Place the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet on the floor.
Raise up and fall on the floor again and again. This is kukkutodiiniisana,
the flying rooster.
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89. Put one leg on the neck and the other on top of that. Support the
body with the two hands. This is arar.tyacatakasana, the forest sparrow.
Notes: This name is not known but the asana form is dvipiidaSi-eyiisana in Iyengar.

90. Place the hands on the ground and bring the feet up into the air.
Dance on the hands. This is vipantanrtyiisana, the reverse dance.
Notes: A handstand is shown in Iyengar. A more difficult one-handed hand
stand is taught occasionally. A V(Scikiisana is also done from the handstand
position.

9 1 . Place the heels on the ground. Grip the ankles with the two hands.
This is kadambasana, the goose.
92. Pass the hands between the thighs and over the buttocks. Stand on
the feet on the floor. This is kafu:yiisana, the hip girdle.
Notes: This name is unknown but miiliisa na in Iyengar has a form similar to this.

93.

Place the hands on the ground.
herb.

parpatiisana, the medicinal

Hold the legs stiffiy. This is

Notes: This is similar to daJJrJiisana in Iyengar.

94. Place the hands on the floor. Hold the legs stiffiy and make the
body shake. This is preitkhiisana, the shaker.
Notes: As below.

95. Place one foot on the ground and the other on the thigh. This
should be repeated again and again . This is the half moon,

ardhacandriisana.

Notes: The name is found in Iyengar but a different asana is illustrated there.
The form with this name in Iyengar is vr�iisana.

96. Step three hasta-s (a hasta is the distance from the tip of the finger
to the elbow) from the wall. Touch the wall with the chest and exhale
again and again. This is alingasana, the embracer.
97.

Embrace one knee on the chest.

biiliilingiisana.

This is the child embracer,

98. Stretch the hands out and rotate them. This is kulalacakriisana, the
potter's wheel.
Place the buttocks on a rope and remain stiff as a stick. This is
bhiiriisana, the load.

99.
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Holding a rope with two hands, ascend. This is

niiradasana.

Notes: Narada is a mythological figure considered to be a celestial busybody.

1 0 1 . Take padmasana (79) position. Ascend a rope with the two hands.
This is svargasana, the asana of heaven.
1 02. Place the left heel on the navel and the other foot on the thigh.
Wrap the left hand and arm around the right knee and take hold of the
toes of the left foot. This is matsyendrapithasana, the throne ofMatsyendra.
Notes: An asana similar to this is found in Iyengar called matsyendriisana. That
name is also found in HA THAPRADiPIKA 1.26. GHERAJYI)ASA!yiHITA II.22 &
23 is somewhat differen t. Matsyendra was a famous yogin claimed both by the
Buddhists and the Nathas. His kur;uf,alitt'iwas said to have gone up in this asana.
'

1 03. Draw the feet together and draw the toes into the base of the body.
Bring the heels under the penis. Bring the soles of the feet together. This
is yonyasana, the womb.
N o tes: In Iye n gar t h is is e i t h e r baddhakottiisana or m ulabandhiisana.
GHERAJYI)ASA!yiHITA III.33-38 has a yonimudrii. First Steps to Higher Yoga h as an
asana of this name (59) .

1 04. Place the soles of the feet on the ground and bring the knees to
the base of the ears. This is utkatasana, the haughty.
Notes: This name is found in Iyengar but a different asana is illustrated here.
GHERAJtjl)ASA!yiHITA 11.27 describes a different asana. Still another asana is
illustrated in First Steps to Higher Yoga.

1 05 . Bring the heels onto the navel and then bring the thighs toge ther.
This is suktyiisana, the womb.
Notes: See 1 03 above. The form and description are comparable to kadambiisana
in Iyengar.

1 06. Sit down and stand up again and again. This is utthiinotthiiniisana,
standing repeatedly.
Notes: These are kneebends as shown in the wrestler manuals.

1 07. Stretch one foot out and press the perineum with the heel of the
other foot. Extend the arms and grip the toes of the foot. Place the head
above the : knee. This is ardhapaicimottiinasana, the half back stretcher.
Notes: This is similar to the pa5dmottiiniisana variations shown in Iyengar but

84
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it is not quite the same as any of them. The basis of this, pa.Scimottaniisana, has
not been mentioned in this text.

1 08. Take the pa5cimottiiniisana position. Place one foot behind the
neck. This is urdhvapa5cimottiinasana, the upper back stretcher.
Notes: The name of the base asana, pa.Scimottaniisana, which name is well known,
is not found in the text. There is an urdhvamukhapa.Scimottaniisana in Iyengar
but it is different from this. The asana closest to this in form is skandiisana.

1 09. Take the tips of the toes with the two hands and touch the ears
with the toes. This is dhanuriisana, the bow.
Notes: The dhanuriisana in Iyengar is different from this. The closest one to
this form is akacyadhanuriisana.

1 10. Hold the testicles and penis firmly between the legs and stand up.
This is kaupiniisana, the oriental jock strap.
1 1 1 . Take the mayflriisana (32) position. Hold the wrist of one hand
with the other hand. This is pangumayuriisana, the lame peacock.
1 12. Take kukkutiisana (36) position. Take the wrist of one hand with
th e o ther h and and raise th e body wi th one hand. This is
pangukukkutiisana, the lame rooster.

THE PERMANENT OR STANDARD AsANAS
1 13. Stretch the legs like a stick on the ground and hold the toes with
the hands. Then rest the forehead on the knees. This is garbhiisana, the
embryo.
Notes: This asana is what is commonly known as pa.Scimottaniisana in Iyengar
and o.thers, GHERAlfi)ASAlyf.HITA 11.26 and HATHAPRADlPIKA 1.28. See 1 07
and 1 08 above.

1 14. Lie face down. Cross the heels and take hold of the toes with the
hands and roll. This is nyubjiisana, the face-down asana.
:Notes: This is similar to some of the dhanuriisana variations in Iyengar.

1 15. Lie face down. Bring the two heels to the neck grasping the ankles
with the hands. This is piidahastasa'f{tyogiisana, the hand and foot connec
tion asana.
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Notes: A similar name to this, piidahastiisana, does occur in Iyengar but a dif
ferent asana is illustrated. This asana also appears similar to the dhanuriisana
in Iyengar.

1 1 6. Bind the fingers of the two hands. Pass the whole body through
the_ arms and then wring the body. This is hastiingulibaddhii.sana, the
bound finger asana.
1 1 7. Place the knee in front of one side of the chest. Place the ankle
in front of the other. Hold it with the hand. This is hdjiinusaf!1,yogii.sana,
the heart-knee connection asana.
Notes: This asana name is not found in Iyengar. The form or movement is used
as a preliminary for loosening the hip for padmasana.

1 1 8. Take the prenkhii.sana (94) position. Bring the feet over the head
. . keeping the buttocks on the ground. This is preitkhii.sana, the shaker.
1 19. Bind the two hands together. Hop in and out leaping beyond the
body. This is utf4iinii.sana, the flying-up asana.
Notes: This movement is very similar to movements used by the wrestlers.

1 20. Strike the arms. Strike the thighs. Strike the sides of the body and
so on. Strike with the fist, the arm and the heel on the floor. This is
ku!fanatrayiisana, the triple strike.
Notes: This is very similar to movements used by the wrestlers.

1 2 1 . Fold the arms and the legs. Hold them up level and place a
meditation band held by the loose fingers. This is yogapattii.sana.
Notes: There are sculptures of figures seated with a meditation band on the
Nanjangud temple which was patronized by the Mysore royal family. These
figures are seen elsewhere in sculpture and painting. Even though entirely out
of use today, it appears that this was the alternative to the meditation positions
for attaining stability and support for the back.

1 22. Place the knees on the ground and the two hands on the heart.
This is aiijalikii.sana, the asana of supplication.
Notes: This asana must have been considered a fitting mmigalam for the end of
the treatise. A similar asana called paroatiisana, but with the legs in padmasana,
is found in Iyengar.

APPENDIX I

Alphabetical list of asanas from
Abbreviations:

The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga

( )

Asana number

I

Iyengar

s

SRiTATFVANIDHI
First Steps to Higher Yoga (the cross-references

F

to this text are occasional only)
The spellings of the asana names have been standardized. Where asanas
have different names from I, this is indicated by notation. Where asanas
correspond to or differ from S, this is indicated by notation.

akarr.tadhanurasana (includes variations; similar shown in I)
anjaneyasana (2 ?) (1-hanumiiniisana)
anjaneyiisana (similar to ekapadarajakapotasana II in I)
ardhamatsyendrasana
ardha.Salabhasana
baddhapadmiisana
bekiisana (misspelling for bhekiisana; called dhruviisana in I)
bhadriisana (1-baddhakoT,liisana)
bhujangiisana (variation 3, 1-riijakapotiisana)
cakriisana (1-urdhvadhanuriisana; includes variations named
triangmukhottaniisana and U$/riisana in I)
dhanuriisana (variation 4, 1-bhekiisana)
dvipadaSi�iisana (1-yoganidriisana)
ekapiidacakriisana (1-ekapadordhvadhanuriisana)
ekapadahastiisana (1-rucikiisana)
ekapiidaSir$iisana (includes variations named skandiisana, bhairaviisana,
suptapadan�lhiisana and another not shown in I)
garbhasana (1-garbhapiT,lf/,iisana)
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garut/ii.sana (I)
gomukhasana (similar asana shown in I)
gora�ii.sana (not shown in I)
g;uptii.sana or muktiisana
haliisana
hastapadii.sana (l-upavi$[ako1}ii.sana)
januilr$ii.sana (includes the variation named
parivrttajanuS'ir$asana by I and another that is not shown
kakii.sana ( 1-bakasana)
kandapitj,ii.sana (1-mulabandhii.sana)
kapotii.sana (1-called ekapadarajakapotii.sana)
kaTTJapitj,ii.sana
kf$1}ii.sana ( 1-kalabhairaviisana)
kukku[ii.sana
kunnasana
mankukii.sana (not shown in I)
matsyii.sana (variation 4 not found in I)
mayurii.sana (includes variations not shown in I)
muktii.sana or g;uptiisana
nabhipitj,ii.sana (1-kandii.sana)
na[arajiisana
omkariisana or pra'l'}avii.sana (called viraiicyii.sana in I)
padahastiisana (variation 2 called parivottanii.sana in I)
pada1ig;u$[hiisana (1-not shown)
padmiisana
parivakakii.sana (1-parivabakasana)
paroatiisana (1-gora�asana)
pa.Scimottaniisana (includes variations named
urdhvamukhapa.Scimottanii.sana and puroottanii.sana in I)
pra'l'}avii.sana or omkarii.sana
frUTTJadhanuriisana (similar to pada1if!:U$!hasana in I)
frUTTJamatsyendrii.sana
piiTTJasuptavajrii.sana (called kapotasana by I)
sakticalin'i (1-preliminary to mulabandhasana)
salabhii.sana (includes variations not shown by I )
saroangii.srzna
savii.sana
setubandhii.sana

in I)
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siddhiisana
si'f!lhiisana (similar to si'f!lhiisana in I)
siriingu�fhasana (not found in I)
Sir�asana (includes variations named separately by I)
sukhiisana
suptavajrasana (called suptatiirasana by I)
suryanamaskiira ( this is not shown as a sequence in I but the separate
asanas which comprise this old unit of asanas are shown by him)

svastikiisana
·
tolanguliisana (similar to ardhaniivasana in I, F-no. 1 80)
triko7Jiisana (variation 2 called parivrttatriko7Jasana & other variations not
found in I)

urdhvapadmasana (shown as Sir�asana variation in I)
utthitakurmasana (I-called dvipiidaSir�asana)
vajrasana
vakrasana (l-dvipiidakau7Jfjinyasana & variation 2 is ��iivakrasana)
viityiinasana ( this is probably a misspelling for viitiiyanasana and is the
same as l 's)
(this asana is not found in I and another asana has the
name assigned to this one)

viitiiyanasana

viriisana (1-gomukhasana)
vrscikasana
yogadantasana ( 1---:-named yogada7Jljasana)
yogamudrii (1-not shown, but Pattabhi jois does
to this)

teach an asana similar

APPENDIX IT

Alphabetical list of asanas from
Abbreviations:

First Steps to Higher Yoga

refets to asana number

I

refers to Iyengar

s

refers to

SRiTAT'IVANIDHI

Spellings have been standardized. "? " indicates dubious Sanskrit.
Notations indicate similarities and differences to asanas and names. Where
no notation is made , the asana is not found in other texts.

apaniisana ( 1 40)
ardhacakriisana (214)
ardhacandriisana (260) similar to kapotiisana in I
ardhamatsyendriisana ( 15)
ardhotthitiisana (88)
asiisana ( 1 8) similar to yogadar;ujasana in I
�tavakriisana ( 1 12) this is different from the asana of this name in I
haddhapadmilsana (9)
hakapiulaprasara7Jasana ( 1 24) I-ekapiulahakasana
hakiisana ( 33)
hakotf4iyaniisana ( 1 89) I-dhruviisana
hhadriisana ( 60)
hhagasana (59) !-preparation for mitlahandhasana
hhairaviisana ( 256) !-similar to virahhadrasana I; I shows another asana
·

under this name
hhrftgiisana ( 1 63)
hhujadar.uJ,asana ( 192)
cakoriisana (241 )
cakriisana ( 48)
cakravakasana (245)
candranamaskarasana ( 74) this is similar to the well known sitryanamaskara
movement
90

. Appendix II
catakasana ( 1 97)
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this asana position i s not found i n I but i s found i n the
later book of T. Krishnamacariar
catu�padasana ( 2 1 0)
chamagadarasana ? ( 1 1 6) this is similar to kurmasana in I.
da1J4asana (76)
dhanuriikar�atJasana ? (23) similar to I's akan;tadhanurasana
dhanurasana (82)
dhruvasana I & II ( 1 1 0) similar to vrk$asana
dvihastabaddhasuptaikapadajanuspariasana (247)
dvihastacakrasana ( 1 53)
dvihastaikapadotthitasana (246) I-ekapiidabakasana
dvihastotthitapiidaprasaratJasana ( 1 8 1 ) I-!ittihhasana
dvikotJasana ( 1 70)
dvipadabhujottiinasana (244)
dvipadacakrasana ( 1 09)
dvipadagnvasana (55) I-dvipadaii�asana
dvipadaikahastasthitordhvahastasana (262) I-vifuamitrasana
dvipadanasagrasparsasana (206)
dvipadangu#hasthitasana (226)
dviparsvafrr#hahhimukhasana (220)
dviparfuasana (8 1 ) I-parfuadhanurasana
ekahastadatJf/,asana ( 19 1 )
ekahastafrr.s. thakotJasana ( 1 77)
ekahastaiarirotthanasana (21 1 )
ekapadadvihastabaddhasana ( 1 0 1 )
ekapadagnviidatJf/,iisana (30) similar to I's kiilabhairavasana
ekapadagnvasana (92) I-ekapadaSi�asana
ekapadahastadatJf/,asana ( 2 1 2)
ekapadajanuhaddhasana ( 183)
ekapadan�thasana (69)
ekapadasana ( 1 36) I-virabhadrasana
ekapadaSi�asana (20 1 ) this name is used by Iyengar for F's no. 92
ekapadaviparitamastakasparsasana ( 259) I-ekapadarajakapotasana
ekapadaviriimasana (99) similar to rs vrk$asana
ekapadotthanacakrasana (261 ) . I-ekapiidaviparitadatJf/,asana
ekapadotthanajanuSi�asana ( 144) I-krauiicasana
ekapadotthitahastapadaprasaratJasana ( 1 1 0)
ekapadotthitardhabaddhapadmasana ( 1 10)
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ekotthitaikapiidaprasarar;tiisana ( 258) I-ekapiidakaur.uJ,inyiisana
gajiisana (56) see S 1 3
garbhiisana (53) I-yoganidriisana
garut/iisana ( 42) same name in I
gomukhiisana ( 6) similar to I' s gomukhiisana
gor�iisana ( 1 4 ) I-baddhakor;tiisana
grivacakriisana ( 154)
guptiisana ( 1 6)
haliisana (28) same in I
ha1{1.Siisana (34) similar to bakiisana in I; another asana has this name in I
hastabaddhapadmiisana ( 1 49)
hastabaddha5irapiidiisana ( 1 30)
hastabhujiisana (86)
hastadhiirordhvapiidavakriisana ( 263) I-adhomukhavr�iisana
hastapiidahaddhiisana ( 1 46)
hastapiidaguptiisana ( 13)
hastapiidamerudar;ttjiisana ( 227)
hastapiidatrikor;tiisana ( 2 1 7)
hastapiidavistrtiisana ( 1 75)
hastaiir�acakriisana ( 15 7)
has(aiir�iisana ( 14 7) I-adhomukhavrk�iisana
hastasthitapiidotthiiniisana ( 1 1 7)
hastasthitatiryakurdhviingiisana ( 228)
hastasthitordhvapadmii.sana ( 161 )
hastotthitordhvapadaprasarar;tiisana ( 1 2 1 )
hastotthitordhvapiidatiilasa1{lyuktiisana ( 1 43)
jiinuhaddhapiidiinguliisana ( 1 06)
jiinufJr�lhahaddhapadmiisana ( 1 79)
janviisana (62) I-viitiiyaniisana
kiikiisana (36) similar to bakiisana in I
kalyiir;tiisana ( 41 )
kamaliisana ( 5)
kandapzQ,iisana ( 1 3 1 ) same name and asana in I
kandap'itjordhvanamaskiiriisana (254) as above
kapotiisana ( 1 84) this asana is not found in I but a different asana with
92

this name is found
kan:wp'itjiisana (29) same asana, same name in I
khagiisana (97)

Appendix II
khanjaniisana ( 1 95) similar to liUibhasana in I
kmJ.iisana (77) I-parivrttaparivakor,tiisana
kraunciisana (89) this is a preliminary position for bakiisana in I.
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He uses
this name for another asana
krauncotf4iyaniisana (229) similar to bakiisana in I
kukkutiisana (24) same in I
kunniisana (22) this asana is not found in I but a different asana there
has this name
latiisana ( 38)
mahav'iriisana ( 1 05)
makariisana (57) I-caturangadar,ttjiisana or nakriisana
mar,ttjukiisana ( 1 1 )
mar,ttjukyiisana (22 1 )
matsyiisana ( 37) same in I
matsyendrasana (20) same in I
mayuracaliisana ( 1 78)
rnayuriisana 1, 2 & 3 (39) similar to I but includes variations not found
in I and which have different names
mayuryiisana ( 40) I-padmamayuriisana
nurudar,ttjavakriisana ( 1 02)
mrgiisana ( 1 34)
mutjhagarbhasana ( 6 1 ) I-garbhapir,ttjasana
muktiisana ( 1 2)
mulabandhanabhitatjaniisana (239)
mulap'itjabhunamiisana ? (83)
m�/ibaddhahastacakriisana ( 1 5 1 )
nabhidarianasana ( 1 1 8) I-puroottaniisana
nabhip'itjiisana (90)
nabhyiisana ( 1 32) similar to kandiisana in I
naukasana ( 1 52) similar to ardhanavasana in I
piidagumphitotthitanasana ( 1 99)
padahastacatu�kor,tiisana (91 )
piidahastapr�thacakriisana ( 141 ) I-kapotiisana
padahastiisana (84) same in I
piidakuncanasana .(237)
piidanamaskariisana ( 1 48) haliisana (?) in I
padailgu#ha.Sikhasparsiisana ( 1 35) I-natarajiisana
padangu�thasthitanitambiisana ( 1 86)
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piidangu�thotthitasana ( 1 08)
piidaprasarattakacchapasana (58) 1-kurmasana
piidaprasarattasarvangatulasana (26) da1J4asana (?) in I
piidasaiicalanasana ( 150)
piidasantulanasana ( 104)
piidatiilasa1[lyuktabhunamanasana ? ( 1 88)
!'iidaialasa1J1yuktamurdhasparsasana (238)
padatrikottasana ( 1 14)
padavakrapalyasana · (202)
piidavikaliingiisana ( 249)
padmajiinubaddhotthitasana (234) 1-kukkutasana
padmasana (2) same in I
padma5irasana (98)
piir�ttipztjasana ( 2 1 3)
parivakiikasana ( 1 1 3) 1-parivabakasana
parfuatrikottasana ( 25 7) 1-piirsvakottasana
parvatiisana ( 1 7) similar to gora�asana in I
paryankasana (31 ) this asana is not found in I; another asana with this
name is found in I
pa5cimottanasana ( 19) same as in I
Variations:

ardhabaddhapadma
dvihastaprasaratta
ekapiida I-triangmukhaikapiidapa5cimottanasana
janubaddha
jiinupr�thabaddha 1-maricasana
padabaddha
piidagnva 1-skandiisana
pii�ttihaddha similar to pa5cimottanasana in I
P�thabaddha
Pr�thamu�fibaddha
viparitapadaprasarattasana 1-upatJ#fakO'Qasana
patangasana (223)
pavanamuktasana ( 2 1 )
pikasana (68)
priittiisana ( 1 66)
Pr�thabaddhaikapadajiinusparsasana ( 243)
P�thabaddhajiinubhunamaskiirasana ( 1 26)
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Pr�thabaddhajiinuspariiisana ( 2 1 6)
Jmthabaddhapiida:n�thaniisikiisparsiisana ( 85)
Pr�thabaddhapiidaprasarattiisana ( 75)
Pr�thabaddhiisana ( 248)
Pr#hapiidasthitiisana ( 1 82)
pii:rr.tasuptavajriisana (50) similar to suptaviriisana in I
pii:rr.taviSriimiisana (250) I-saviisana
piirvottiiniisana (80) 1-haliisana; another asana has this name
sahajiisana (25 1 )
sakuiiyiisana ( 222)
salabhiisana ( 1 20) same name and asana in I
samiiniisana ( 1 27)
sankatiisana ( 43)
sankociisana ( 17 4)
sarangasana ( 1 7 1 ) I-ga1)1/,abheru1;uJ,iisana
siirikiisana (67) I-bakiisana
sarpiisana ( 7 1 ) I-bhujangiisana
sarviingabaddhiisana ( 1 65 )
sarviingacakriisana ( 1 56)
sarviingiisana (27) same asana and name as in I
s�tiingadattf/,avatiisana (208)
�atpiidiisana ( 1 22)
saviisana ( 2 1 8) similar to saviisana in I
sayanapiidasaiicalaniisana (264)
sayanotthiiniisana ( 1 98)
set'}lhandhiisana ( 1 38) same in I
sitldhiisana ( 1 ) same in I
sitasana ( 1 03)
si1{lhiisana (63) similar to the same asana in I
sirapif/,iisana (95)
sirafrr�thapadmasana (232) I-Pitt4iisana in · sarvangasana
sir�abaddhotthitajiinusparsiisana ( 1 69) similar to niiviisana in I
Sir�acakriisana ( 1 58)
Sir�apiidiisana (253)
Sir�iisana ( 72) same in I
skandasaiicalaniisana ( 1 42)
sthitordhvapiidavistrtiisana ( 1 67).
sukiisana (52)
'
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sukhii.sana ( 4) same in I
suptaikapadakar�ar,tii.sana ( 1 1 9)
s.uptaikapadafir�ii.sana (87) I-yoganidrii.sana
suptaikapadordhvii.sana ( 1 25)
suptapadangu�!hii.sana (252)
suptapadangu�thii.sana (96)
suptavajrii.sana (49) I-suptavirii.sana
suryanamaskarii.sana ( 73)
sutarmrgii.sana ? ( 47)
svastikii.sana ( 3)
t&f,asana (5 1 ) this asana is not found in I and a similar asana with

the

same name is found
(230) this asana is not found in I but a different asana with
this name is found
tolangulasana ( 1 80) this asana is not found in I� it is similar to
ardhanavii.sana in I; this is found in Swami Vishnudevananda , s book
trikor,tii.sana (78) same in I
tulasana (25) I-lolasana (?)
ugrii.sana ( 1 64) I-upavi$fakor,tii.sana
ulUkapadaprasarar,tii.sana ( 1 55 )
upadhanii.sana ( 1 00) I-bhairavii.sana
urdhvaikapadii.sana (205)
urdhvapadatalasa7{lyuktii.sana ( 1 76)
urdhvapadmamukhabhusparsii.sana (231 )
urdhvapadmii.sana ( 1 94) given as Si�asana variation in I
urdhvavajrii.sana ( 240)
.Zirdhvotthaniisana ( 1 28)
��rii.sana ( 35) same in I
utkatiisana (32)
uttamangii.sana (225) I-kukkulii.sana
uttanakunnasana ( 70) I-garbhapir;u!.asana
uttanamar,ttf,ukii.sana ( 44)
uttanapadii.sana (54)
utthi�tapadmasana ( 193) similar to parvatasana in I
utthitabhujotthiinasana ( 1 29) similar to liUihhii.sana in I
utt�itadvijanusirasparsii.sana ( 1 72)
utthitadvipadagrivii.sana ( 45) dvipadaSi�ii.sana
utthitahastadviparivapiidaprasarar,tii.sana ( 1 8 7)

til!ihhii.sana
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utthitahastapiidatriko'T,lasana ( 1 85 )
utthitahastaprasara1Jasana (207) 1-parivrttatriko1J,iisana (?)
utthitaikapiidagriviisana (236) I� cakorasana
utthitaikapiidahastiisana ( 46)
utthitaikapiidajiinuSir$asana ( 1 3 7) I-trivikramiisana
utthitaikapiidiikaT$a1Jasana ( 204)
utthitajiinusirasa'T{lyuktasana ( 1 23) 1-uUiinasana
utthitakumbhakasana ( 1 07)
utthitapiidahastabaddhabhunamaskiirasana ( 1 73)
utthitiirdhacakrasana ( 1 39)
utthitaS'ir$asana ( 1 59) 1-pifuhamayurasana
vajrangasana ( 64)
vajrasana ( 7) 1-virasana
vakrasana ( 1 68) I-Q${iivakriisana
vak$assthalajiinupit/,asana (93)
viimadak$i1Japiirivasviisiigamanasana ( 1 1 1 )
viimanasana (235)
vikasitakamalasana ( 1 1 5)
vikatiisana ( 1 96) 1-hanumiinasana
vipantahastabhunamanasana (94)
viparitahastapiidasana (200)
vipantakara1Jiisana (215)
viparitapiidamastakasparsasana ( 1 33) 1-riijakapotiisana
viparitapiidiingu${hasiraspariasana (233) 1-dhanurasana variation
viparitapiidaprasara1Jiisana ( 79) I-samako1Jasana
vipantapadmaiayanordhvamukhasana (224)
vipantordhvapadmasana (203)
viriisana (8) a different asana with this name is shown in I
vistrtahastapiidacakrasana (219) 1-viparita.Salabhasana
vistrtapiidahastasparsasana (209)
vistrtapiidapiirivabhunamaskiirasana ( 162)
vistrtapiidasana ( 1 60) I-upavi$¥Jko1J,iisana
vistrtapiidordhvanamaskiirasana ( 255) I-samako1Jasana
vivrtakara1Jasana (242)
vrk$asana ( 65) another asana has this name in I
vrscikasana (66) same in I
yiinasana ( 1 90)
yiino£/,£/,iyiiniisana ( 1 45)
yonyiisana (59) !-variation of mulabandhasana
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a. Alphabetical list of asanas from
the HATHAPRADiPIKA

bhadriisana 1 .54
dhanuriisana 1 .25
gomukhasana 1 .20
kukkutiisana 1 .23
kft:nniais na 1 .22
matsyendriisana 1 .26
mayuriisana 1 .30
padmiisana I . 44
pa.Scimottiiniisana 1 .28
saviisana 1 .32
siddhasana 1 .35
si1[lhiisana 1 .50
svastikasana 1 . 19
uttiinakurmiisana 1 .24
vipaiitakaraT,ti 3. 78
viriisana 1 .2 1
b . Alphabetical list of asanas from
the GHERMfl)ASA!ylHITA

bhadriisana 2.9
bhujangiisana 2.42
dhanuriisana 2 . 1 8
garuqiisana 2.37
gomukhiisana 2. 1 6
goraleyiisana 2.24
guptiisana 2.20
kukkutiisana 2.31
kurmiisa1'a 2.32
makariisana 2.40

maf)l/,Ukiisana 2.34
matsyiisana 2.21
matsyendriisana 2 .22
mayurapithasana 2.29
mayuriisana 2.30
muktiisana 2. 1 1
padmasana 2.8
pa.Scimottiiniisana 2.26
salabhiisana 2.39
sankatiisana 2 .28
saviisana 2 . 1 9
siddhasana 2. 7
si1[lhasana 2 . 1 4
svastikiisana 2. 1 3
u�triisana 2.41
utkatiisana 2.27
uttiinakunniisana 2.33
uttiinamaf)l/,Ukii.sana 2.35
vajriisana 2. 1 2
viriisana 2. 1 7
vr/eyiisana 2.36
vr�iisana 2.38
yogiisana 2.43
c. Alphabetical list of asanas in
the SIVASA!ylHITA

padmasana
siddhasana
svastikasana
ugriisana
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d. Alphabetical list of asanas in
the GORA�ASAl'yiHrrA

padmasana
siddhasana
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e.

Other texts such as B[JHAD

YOGIYAJNA VALKYA, VASI$THA
. SA.JyiHni.., do not contain asanas
at all.

APPENDIX IV

List of asanas (not alphabetical) in the order taught by Pattabhi jois at
his �t:ailga Yoga Research Institute in Mysore. Spellings have been stan
dardized.
1.
2.

Suryanamaskara A-9 vinytistvs
Suryanamaskara B-1 7 vinytisa-s

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Primary Asanas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
11.
12.
13.
1 4.
15.
1 6.
1 7.
1 8.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.

padan�thtisana
padahasttisana
utthitatrikor.ttisana
utthitapar$vakor.ttisana
prasaritapadottantisana
parivottantisana
utthitapadangu�thasana
utthitaparivasahitasana
ardhabaddhapadmottantisana
utkattisana
virabhadrtisana
pa.Scimottantisana
purvottantisana
ardhabaddhapaicimottantisana
tiryanmukhaikapiidapa.Scimottantisana
janu.fi�tisana
marictisana A
manctisana B
manctisana c
manctisana D
navtisana
bhujapil/,asana
kunntisana
garbhapi1J4,asana

kukkutasana
baddhak01Jtisana
upaTJ4takor.ttisana
suptakoT)tisana
suptapiidangu�thtisana
suptaparivasahittisana
ubhayapadangu�thtisana
urdhvamukhapa.Scimottantisana
setubandhtisana

Intermediate Asanas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
1 1.
1 2.
1 3.
1 4.
1 5.
1 6.
1 7.
18.
1 00

pastisana
krauiictisana
salabhtisana
bhektisana
dhanurtisana
par$vadhanurtisana
u�trtisana
laghuvajrtisana
kapottisana
suptavajrtisana
nakrtisana
baktisana
bharadvajtisana
ardhamatsyendrtisana
ekapadaSir�tisana
dvipadaSi�tisana
yoganidrtisana
lillihhtisana
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1 9 . piiichamayurasana
20. mayurasana
2 1 . kara7JtJasana
22. vajrasana
23. urdhvadhanurasana
24. ekapiidasarviingasana
25. niriilambasarviingasana
26. parighiisana
27. gomukhasana
28. viitiiyanasana
Advanced Asanas
1 . visviimitrasana
2. vas4thiisana
3. kaSyapasana
. 4. cakorasana
5. skandasana
6. bhairavasana
7. durvasana
8. urdhvakukku{asana
9. giilavasana
1 0. ekapiidabakiisana
1 1 . kau7Jt/.inyasana
1 2 . astiivakrasana
1 3. virincasana A
1 4. viriiicasana B
1 5 . pitT7)amatsyendrasana
1 6. riijakapotasana
1 7. ekapiidarajakapotasana
1 8. viparitada7Jq,Osana
19. ekapiidaviparitada7Jt/.asana
20. bakasana
2 1 . ekapiidadhanurasana
22. iikaT7)adhanurasana
23. piidiingu�!hadhanurasana
24. viparita5alabhasana
25. uttana5alabhasana
26. vrscikasana
27. ;,ulabandhasana
28. kandapitJ,asana
29. buddhasana
30. ekapiidakapotasana
_
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31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

suptatrivikramii.sana
samiinasana
parvatiisana
utthitasvastikiisana
hanumiinasana

Part II (Advanced Asanas)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
1 1.
1 2.
13.
1 4.
15.
1 6.
1 7.
1 8.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

si1p,hasana
vrksiisana
vip�ritacakrasana
mariciisana E, F
maricasana G, H
yogasana
bhadrasana
siddhiisana
adhomukhapad�ana
bhujangasana
yogada7JtJasana
trivikramasana
samako7Jasana
viriisana
paryankasana
dikasana
na{ariijiisana
tiryanmukhottiinasana
krukacasana
Sir�apiidasana
pangukukku{Osana
tii,tJasana
pangumayurasana
ga7Jt/.abhent�ana
urdhvaprasaritapiidiisana
tiryanmukhotthitatrik07Jasana
suptakandasana
ardhacakrasana
tara�asana
yogapithasana
siilamba5ir�asana
niralambaSir�asana
parvatasana
savasana

APPENDIX V

Alphabetical list of asanas from Krishnamacariar' s YOGAMAKARANDA
adhomukhasviiniisana 7
ardhabaddhapiidottiiniisana 4
ardhabaddhapascimottiiniisana 9
baddhakorJiisana 1 3
baddhapadmiisana 1 8
bakiisana 2 1
bhairaviisana 32
bhujapitjiisana 19
buddhiisana 30
cakoriisana 33
caturangada'!l5iisana 5
diirviisana 35
dvipiidasir�iisana 28
ekapiidasir�iisana 27
garJcfabherut�t!iisana 38
jiinusir�iisana 1 1
kapiliisana 3 1
kfinniisana 2 2
manciisana 2 5
niiviisana 20
niriilambasarviingiisana 26
piirsvottiiniisana 2
pascimottiiniisana 8
prasiiritapiidottiiniisana 3
riikiisana 36
skandiisana 34

suptakorJiisana 24
suptapiidiingu�!hiisana 1 4
suptapiirsviingu�!hiisana 1 5
variation given is suptiirdhapari
vryaikapiidiisana
tiryanmukhaikapiidapaicimottiinasana
10
trivikramiisana 3 7
ubhayapiidiingu�!hiisana 23
upavi�!akorJiisana 1 2
iirdhvamukhaiviiniisana 6
uttiiniisana 1 (8 kinds)
a. adhomukhiisana
b. hastapiidottiinii.sana
c. tiryanmukhottiiniisana (this is
triangmukhottiin iisan a i n
Iyengar, n.b. "triaiig" i s cor
rupt for "tiryail )
d. cakriisana
(only these 4 listed)
utthitahastapiidiingu�!hiisana 1 7
variation given is utthitapiidapai
cimottiiniisana
utthitapiirsvakorJiisana 1 6
yoganidriisana 29
"
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APPENDIX VI

fv1AJSURU MAISIRJ (Yoga section describing Sri Nalvadi Krishnarajendra
Wodeyar translated by Dr. T.V. Venkatacala Sastri, Professor ofKannaga,
Mysore University)
The work is from the modern period but the language is old Kannaga.
The piece describes a yoga session of Krishnaraja Wodeyar IV. In these
verses, the asanas are assumed to have an inner nature that is associated
with their specific name. In other words, there is a mystical realization
content connected with each particular asana. A keen investigator into
the value or efficacy of yoga might like to compare the attitudes and
motivations of modern students of yoga. The raja, in a number of cases,
becomes the embodiment of the essence of that asana. The asanas thus
have a much greater dimension than mere physical elements. This is not
immediately noticeable to someone not familiar with the language.
1 1 5. From success in yama, 1 niyama1 is achieved and then practising asanas
which are comfortable (sukham) , 1 the body is balanced (samam) , the neck
and the head are in line. Then he meditates on the space between the
eyebrows, exhales slowly, inhales slowly and holds the breath.
1 1 6. He takes the padmasana position. He inhales slowly through the
left side once. Then he retains the breath. He exhales through the right
and again, inhales through the right slowly to the maximum and retains
the breath once again. Then he exhales through the left side.
1 1 7. Now he is in prii1Jiiyiima. He has withdrawn the senses (pratyiihiira) . 1
The mind is i n a state of control (nirodha) . 1 H e has controlled the mind
in this good position and is sunk in meditation. He sees nothing any
longer and has come to samiidhi. He is seeing the tattva1 .s;, now and has
reached a state of bliss.
1 1 8. Now he exhales through the left. Then he inhales through the left.
He retains the breath. Then he exhales through the right and retains
the breath again, and then giving place to apiina through the susumna
becoming the very self, he (?) .2
1 03
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1 19, 1 20, 1 2 1 , and 1 22.3
1 23. Svastikiisana: He takes the position of svastikiisana and attains good
ness as he is a wise man. His calves and thighs are folded together. He
keeps his feet in the middle of his body. His body is balanced.
1 24. Gomukhasana: He brings the left and right heel underneath the
right and left buttocks. He looks like Krishna then whose cows are in
front of him.
1 25. Viriisana: The right foot is pushed into the left thigh and the left
foot into the right thigh. The elders say this is but natural for a king."'
1 26. Kunniisana: The heels press the anus, the earlier position remains
the same. He looks like a tortoise. Seeing this, heavenly gods take the
churning stick in their hands thinking that it is time for them to churn
the ocean once again.
1 27. Kukkutiisana: The hands are placed between the hollow of the
thighs and the calves in the padmiisana position and then he lifts the body
up with the support of those hands pressing the ground.
1 28. Uttiinakurmasana: From kukkutiisana he lies on his back and brings
his hands on h is neck to form a line. Thus he looks like a tortoise upside
down.
1 29. Dhanuriisana: He takes hold of the toe of one foot and pulls it to
the ear like a bow. Then he holds the stretched leg with the other hand
by which he looks like an archer.
1 30. Matsyendriisana: He holds the right leg which has a bent thigh from
the back side. His right hand holds the left toe. His body is bent to the
left and the face is turned back. Our king is he who has gained grand
victory.5
1 3 1 . Paicimottiiniisana: He stretches the legs like a stick and holds the
tip of the toes. His knees kiss his head caressingly.
1 32. Mayuriisana: The elbows are placed to become a support for the
navel. The body is stretched so that head and heels are balanced. He
looks like a stick held aloft in the air resembling the peacock. People
look at him with awe.
1 33. The most auspicious of asanas which are as meritorious as living
beings are Siddha, Hari, Padma, and Bhadra.
1 34. Siddhiisana: The left heel is placed between the anus and the penis.
The right is placed on top of the penis. The chin is placed on the heart
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· at a distance of four fingers below the chin. The restrained sense organs
are kept on the space between the eyebrows.
1 35. Padmiisana: The right leg is placed on the left thigh and the left
leg on the right thigh. He holds the toes with the hands crossed behind
the back. The chin is placed on the chest. He meditates on the tip of
the nose. Thus the lotus-eyed king sits performing padmilsana.
1 36. Naraharyiisana or Si1{lhiisana: The mouth is fully open. He concen
trates closely on the tip of the nose. He resembles him with fearful coun
tenance. His heels are placed below the testicles crossing each other. His
free hands are pressing on the knees. He is verily Narasi:rpha, the god.
Notes
1These are technical terms from Patafljali's YOGASOTRAkl.
20riginal unclear.
::-rhese are general verses about yoga therefore omitted here.
'That is, vira means heroism and the heroism is one of the inherent traits of a royal
personage.
"Original confused.

APPENDIX VII

Photograp.Q.s from the WAYAMADlPIKA illustrating source material for
yoga asanas in the western gymnastics manual written by the Mysore
Palace gymnasts

1.

urdhtlfUlhanuriisana p reparation

2.

urdhvadhanuriisana

5.

vipantacakriisona showing how the

6.

ma7J4aliisana or

movement is taught

1 07

that type of movement

The
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3.

walking down the wall
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7.

�lavakriisana

8.

hakasana

9.

mayitrtisana

( p reparation for backbends)

4.

handstand

10.

loltisana

APPENDIX VIll
Photographs found in Krishnamacariar's

YOGAMAKARANDA

1 . Three photographs of the groups of students from the yogaSala show
ing the strong gymnastic influence in the yoga5ala.

2. Photograph of the yogaSala showing the gymnastic equipment and
the ropes.

1 09

1 10
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APPENDIX IX

Alphabetical list of asanas from the

SRiTATJVANIDHI

harittiisana 69
hastiiitgulibaddhasana 1 1 6
hrjjanusarpyogasana 1 1 7
kadambasana 9 1
kiikasana 27
kamapzehasana 83
kaiicyasana 92
kandukasana 6
kapalasana 3 1
kapotasana 57
kaupinasana 1 1 0
khatjgasana 34
krauiicasana 67
kubjasana 52
kukkulasana 36
kukkulodiznasana BB
kulalacakriisana 98
kuUanatrayasana 1 20
Laitgalasana 1 7
luttlhasana 20
malasana 44
marjarottanasana 82
matsyasana 1 4
matsyendrapithasana 1 02
mayitrasana 32
me$asana 87
mitsalasana 61
naradasana 1 00
narakasana 8

ajiisana 25
alingiisana 96
anantiisana 1
aiijalikiisana 1 22
aitkusiisana 3
arattyacatakiisana 89
ardhacandriisana 95
ardhapa5cimottaniisana 1 07
aroasadhaniisana 73
baddhapadmiisana 33
bakiisana 30
balaliitgiisana 97
bhadrasana 77
bharadvajasana 28
hharasana 99
cakrasana 35
catakiisana 26
dattt!iisana 65
dhanurasana 1 09
dhenukasana 58
dhruvasana 56
dhvajasana 7
dr$adasana 1 9
dviSzT$iisana 46
gajasana 1 3
garbhasana 1 1 3
garutf.asana 39
grahasana 50
ha7[lSasana 45
Ill
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naukasana 4
nyubjasana 1 1 4
padamastakasatfl.yogasana
padmasana 79
padukasana 41
pangukukkutasana 1 1 2
pangumayurasana 1 1 1
para5vadhasana 1 6
parighasana 1 1
parorr:tyilsana 63
parpatasana 93
paroatasana 43
paryankasana 5
piiSasana 47
preitkhilsana 94
preitkhasana 1 1 8
rathasana 23
�asana 1 8
sankvasana 2 2
sarpasana 1 2
sarpasana 42
sasasana 24
savasana 70
siddhasana 80
sitfl.hilsana 76
sukasana 71
sukhasana 75
suktyasana 1 05
sultisana 40
svastikasana 59
svargasana 1 0 1
fyenasana 38
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tii'IJ,rj,avasana 55
tarak�asana 1 5
tiryannaukasana 84
titt'iryasana 29
trikii.tasana 2 1
trivikramasana 62
troajalukasana 60
ucch'ir$akilsana 48
urj,rj,iinasana 1 19
urdhvapa5cimottiiniisana 1 08
ii.r7Janiibhyasana 49
U$/rilsana 54
utkatasana 104
utpzrj,asana 53
uttiinakurmiisana 85
uttiinapadasana 74
uttiinasana 2
utthiinotthiinasana 1 06
vajrasana 68
viinarasana 3 7
variihasana 66
vetrasana 9
vimaltisana 5 1
vipantanrtyasana 90
v'irasana 78
viratiisana 86
�asana 1 0
vrntasana 72
V'f$apiidiik$epasana 8 1
yogasana 64
yogapauasana 1 2 1
yonyasana 1 03
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